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Admissions balloon to record numbers
BY TRACY MILLER
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

academic year is
record books in Ransom Hall, as Kenyon's Admissions
office has received a record 2,842
applications to date, which they
have answered with 1,417 offers
of adm ission for the Class of 2006.
Last year's applications topped out
at 2,002, with 1,328 offers.
"The previous highest total
for Kenyon was 2,420," said Dean
of Admissions John Anderson.
"It's been a spectacular year."
Anderson noted that the College may accept still more students
pending the receipt of international
students' applications.
"Last year we were down,"
The

2001-0- 2

one for the

Anderson continued. "Last year
we had a low year in terms of applications, and so as we sat down
over the summer and planned our
strategy ... we decided that we
were going to do everything we
possibly could to find the right students and encourage them to apply.
"We always do a lot of per-

sonal follow-u- p with students ... I
think this year we just extended
that. Instead of writing maybe
three postcards over the course of
the year, maybe we wrote six postcards. We did a better job of maintaining our contact with students
who are interested."
Kenyon also offered more
visit days for prospectives in 2001,
with an additional day in fall and

another last summer which was
specifically geared towards students interested in science. In addition, Kenyon abandoned its traditional application in favor of the
Common Application, a standardized application accepted at colleges nationwide.
Recent improvements to
Kenyon's campus also make the
College an easier sell than in years
past. "I think we had a lot of good
news to tell about Kenyon the
completion of the Campaign for
Kenyon and all that came out of
that, whether we're talking about
the science facilities, the music facilities or the new faculty positions. That's powerful information
for students to have about the College," Anderson said.

Former mayor appeals zoning
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

News Editor

Former Gambier Mayor

Jen-

nifer Farmer and her husband,
Michael, have appealed zoning
decisions blocking two proposed
land projects to the Knox County
Court of Common Pleas. AfterW

denied by both the Gambier
Planning and Zoning Commission
and the Gambier Board of Zoning
Appeals, the couple has appealed
in order to subdivide land on
Gaskin Avenue and convert a current duplex into a triplex on
Wiggifi Street. The Village of
Gambier, along with the two zoning committees, are named as
appellees in the proceedings.
The appeals come after the
Board of Zoning Appeals upheld
two decisions of the Planning and
Zoning Commission, which de-- .
nied the Farmers' request for a
"minor subdivision" of land on
Gaskin and a "conditional use"
permit for the proposed triplex on

ing

Wiggin.

the first project, the Farmers hope to divide their 2.04-acr- e
land at 403 Gaskin Street, across
from the Gambier cemetery, into
two plots of 1.45 and 0.58 acres,
to provide access to a 1
plot
behind a small house currently on
the property. Gambier zoning regulations require a
piece of
In

.5-ac-

60-fo- ot

re

land between a building and the
street and mandate that the site be
"oriented fronting the street and
of the frontage of the lot unless
another design principle necessi-

tates otherwise in the opinion of
the Planning Commission."
While the land for the proposed driveway would begin on a
plot of land abutting the
it
street, would narrow to 30 feet
to avoid cutting through
before widening again into the
plot. In denying the appeal,
according to Appeals Committee
Secretary William Klein, the Zoning Board of Appeals affirmed the
Planning Commission's authority
to mandate that all abutments,
whether alongside a roadway or
another property line, must be at
least 60 feet.
"The question is whether or
not, since they have the 60 feet of
frontage, they've met the letter of
the law," said Klein. "The code
says that the Appeals Board can
interpret the code. We have defined the code by denying their
appeal, and have decided that the
requirement goes all the
way back."
60-fo- ot

the-hous-

e,

1.5-ac- re

--

60-fo- ot

Jennifer Farmer maintains
that this decision contradicts the
code, however. "We have the
frontage that's required," she
said. "There are no set standards
that the zoning committees are
60-fo- ot

see

ZONING,

someplace, they wanted to be
within driving distance. Another
was that students might shy away
from urban colleges and universi-se- e
ADMIT, page two
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judging it by. That's the crucial
point in this argument: I'm not at
all clear on what I would have to
do. Zoning issues are not meant
to be decided for personal issues
or feelings, but are supposed to be
based on what's in the code."
The second appeal regards the
Village committee's denial of a
proposal to convert a current duplex on Wiggin Street into a three-un- it
dwelling. "The decision of the
planning commission is a reasonable and appropriate application of
the zoning ordinances," the Appeals committee ruled, citing the

lege," said Anderson. "One point
was that students or parents might
feel that they wanted students to
stay closer to home, so instead of
getting on an airplane and flying

The fall of 2001 was a time of
uncertainty for admissions offices
nationwide, as they attempted to
gauge the effects of September 11
on students' college searches.
"There was some speculation that
was suggesting the impact of that
event was so enormous that it
might possibly change the way
kids thought about going to col
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Betsy Welch

Senior Mike Glancy explains his artwork, on display as part of the second
senior art show in Olin, to seniors Amy Peterson and Lindsay Schmidt.

page two

Wedding tree lives, despite injury
BY LOGAN

WINSTON

Senior Staff Reporter

Kenyon's famous Norway
Maple tree, located on the lawn
directly north of the Church of the
Holy Spirit and nicknamed "the
wedding tree" due to the frequent
ceremonies

held

under

its

branches, is here to stay, at least
for the time being. After enduring
damage from 80 mph winds from
a windstorm over spring break and
recenfdamage from the ice storm
two weeks ago, the tree has been
deemed safe by two expert opinions and will therefore remain
where it has for so long.

Not all of Kenyon's prized
trees survived the storms this year.
According to Mark Camden,
Kenyon's Grounds Supervisor,
more trees came down so far this
year than in any of the previous
three. Kenyon lost three pine trees,
one behind Bailey House, one near
the KAT House and one near
Cromwell Cottage, in addition to
the loss of a large oak tree near

Tonight: Mostly Cloudy.

High:

41F, low: 25F.
Friday: Mostly Cloudy. High:
43F, low: 24F.

Hall. Building and
Grounds keeps very specific

Watson

records of the trees on campus and
before next fall, they will have
ground the fallen stumps down,
only to plant the same number and
species of the trees in the immediate vicinity of their predecessors.
Fortunately, the wedding tree survived.
see TREE, page three

Saturday: Partly Cloudy.
45F, low: 25F.

High:

Sunday: Mostly Cloudy.

High:

50F,

low:

37F.
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Admit: 2,842 apply, 1,417 accepted for 2002-0- 3
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE ing fairly close to home, when they
got our mailing, it made them more
ties, because it would be less likely
interested in Kenyon. Same thing
of
some
that there would be
sort
with students who were already
terrorist activity in rural areas.
"So we did some mailings to thinking about a rural college we
students to address those issues. To raised our profile, I think, in the eyes
students in Ohio, we sent a mailing of those students."
While 1,417 students is an unthat basically said, 'If you're looking for a nationally ranked, highly usually large acceptance, Anderprestigious liberal arts college, you son was quick to add that more
offers don't mean a significantly
don't have to go very far to find
larger freshman class. "This year
one.'" To prospectives in neighborwe admitted 50 percent of the aping states, mailings included drivplicants; last year we accepted 66
ing distances to Kenyon and emphasized that it isn't necessary to percent," said Anderson. "The avfly to get to Gambier.
erage over the last ten years has
Anderson pointed out that the been 70 percent. So actually, this
post-91- 1
concerns proved false, year we were significantly more
selective than we have been in the
with admissions rates at urban
schools staying constant. "But what past." In the past few years, the
I think happened is some of the stu- target size of the freshman class
dents who were thinking about stay- has been between 430 and 440 stu- -

dents, with the class of 2005 coming in at exactly 430.
"If it turns out that it comes
in a little bit larger than what we
thought, it may have no impact,"
Anderson said, "If it does, it would
probably mean that we let a few
more upperclassmen live off campus. It won't have any impact on
crowding in the dorms. In fact,"
he added, "if we come in on target, given that the senior class
came in large, the total number of
students at Kenyon should be less
than what it is this year."
"The reason that we took a
few more students this year is that
we think it'll be a more competitive year," Anderson continued.

"Even though our applications
were up significantly, other col- leges also had some increases in

applications. And the quality of eral trend, but we're the leader"
Though departures are ira.
the applicants we admitted this
year was very strong. Therefore, minent for several administrators, including President Robert
students we admit are probably
Oden and Anderson himself
going to have a few more choices
than they may have had last year." Anderson does not feel this will
According to Anderson, none affect prospectives' decisions to
of Kenyon's neighboring schools attend Kenyon. "I think that ihave reported a similar jump in nstitutions, even small colleges
applications. While the College of are big organizations, and when
Wooster saw a slight increase, you really get down to it, it's facomparative neighbors Oberlin culty and students that make the
place. Those are the constants
and Denison experienced a slight
in a way ... and I think that's
drop in applications this year.
what
attracts students to us.
"We're about the only college
"Maybe it'll be a breath of
I've been able to find that can say
we're up 40 percent from last fresh air to the College to get rid
year," said Anderson. "It's a good of all these old crusty charayear for college admissions, but a cters," Anderson joked. "Though
lot of places are pretty flat. A lot of there may be a lot of 'acting'
schools in the East had huge in- - titles, I think the College is in
creases. So we're part of a gen- - good hands.

Zoning: Farmer petitions Court for new driveway land
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Village zoning code that mandates
that "a building or use of a building will complement or enhance

the surrounding

rounding

residential neigh-

borhood's or the Village 'architectural design and character."
"We've got an unused room on
one end of the building," said
Farmer. "It's kind of an addition, and
... we are thinking that it could be a
single-perso- n
efficiency apartment.
It doesn't change the footprint of the
building at all." The room has an

residential

neighborhood's and the Village's
architectural design and character,
and ... the location, design and occupancy of a building will not
cause harm of any sort to the sur- -

March 29 - April 2, 2002
Mar. 29, 2:14a.m. - Report of
suspicious persons outside of

Mar. 31, 2:25a.m.
to water fountain

McBride Residence. They were
advised to leave campus.

Hall.

-

Vandalism

in

Leonard

-

Vandalism

Mar. 29, 10:45a.m. Drugs
paraphernalia found in bag

to vehicle at Bexley Place lot.

turned in to lost and found.

Mar. 31, 11:05a.m.
to athletic fields.

Mar. 29, 10:05p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Norton
Hall.

.

-

Vandalism

Apr. 1, 5:49a.m. - Discharged
fire extinguisher at Old Kenyon.
The extinguisher was replaced.

Mar. 30, 1:05a.m.

- Vandalism
mud on walls, floors, sinks and
in bathroom stalls at Hanna Hall.

Apr. 1, 1:40p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Gund Hall.

Mar. 30, 1:25a.m. - Medical call
to Hanna Hall regarding student
who had consumed too much alcohol. Officers checked on student during the night.

Apr. 1, 1:53p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Gund Hall.

Mar. 30, 3:42a.m. - Student putting hand through window. Student was transported to the
Health and Counseling Center
for treatment.

Apr. 1, 5:01p.m. - False alarm
at Mather Residencepull station
pulled. No smoke or fire was
found and alarm was reset.

Apr. 1, 3:31p.m.
roof at Fair Hall.

Apr. 2, 12:51a.m.

-

-

Students on

Fire alarm at

Mar. 30, 3:45a.m. - Vandalism

Mather Residenceproblem at

window broken in Bushnell Hall.
Maintenance was notified.

breaker box. Maintenance was
notified.

Mar. 30, 5:33a.m. - Fire alarm
smoke bomb activated at

Apr. 2, 4:43a.m. - Beta Rock set
on fire. Fire was put out with fire
extinguisher.

McBride Residence.

Mar. 30

-

Vandalism at Peirce
Hallplexiglass sneeze guard
damaged.

Apr. 2, 1:11p.m.- - Underage possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.

Mar. 30, 2:00p.m.

Apr. 2, 1:37p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at McBride
Residence.

- Theft of
item from Peirce Hall or Horn
Gallery.

two-fami- ly

ly

Mar. 31, 7:03a.m.
-

exterior door, though it is currently
on the side of the house, which was
among the committee's concerns.
Farmer has offered to move the door
to the front of the structure.
"The Appeals Board said the
triplex plan is not to bring the property into conformity with others in
the Village," said Klein, "but to enhance the profitability of the property. The building is currently not
a nice addition to the neighborhood,
and bringing another dwelling there
would make it all the worse."
Farmer again feels that this is
without legal backing, and says the
zoning regulation "allows
use by a conand multi-famiditional use certificate. The lot is
10,000 square feet, well larger than
necessary by the minimum standards of Village and state law."
'The appeal is based on laws,"
Farmer continued. "It just didn't
seem like parts of the laws were
being acknowledged at the committee hearings."
At Monday's meeting, Gambier Village Council approved up to
$175,000 for legal counsel on the
court actions. Village Solicitor Kenneth Lane, who would normally
perform such a duty, declined due
to possible conflict of interest, as he
has previously represented the

mayor until her abrupt resignation
last year, when she hoped to be
appointed village administrator.
Though the council had passed a

Farmer for her years of service to
the' Village after her resignation,
differences of opinion on the
mayor were still apparent among
the council. Jim Lenthe was later
hired to the administrator's pos-

unanimous resolution thanking

ition.

Farmers.

Farmer was the Village

Town adopts parking plan
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

News Editor

Village Council unanimously
approved changes to the Village
parking ordinance Monday night,
allowing the municipality to designate additional handicapped
parking spots in town and prohibiting parking on the Village-owne- d
portion of State Route 229 and on
a small portion of Acland Street.
In other business, Councilman
Reed Baldwin proposed an amendment to the zoning ordinance regulations for historical buildings, that
buildings 50 years and older can
only be demolished for special circumstances. A public hearing on
the ordinance will occur May 6 at
7 p.m.
College Township Trustee
Doug McLarnan introduced new

Fire Chief Larry Cullison to
Council, who announced his

hopes to begin regular hydrant
testing within the Village. A volunteer firefighter since 1974,
Cullison comes to College Township after serving as a firefighter
and paramedic for Truro Township in the Columbus suburb of

Reynoldsburgsince

1988.

Mayor Michael Schlemmer suggested that Council postpone the final reading and passage of a proposed
new shade tree ordinance until its

meeting next month, as

the Shade

Tree Committee was unable to draw
a quorum at its regular meeting last
week. Under the proposed code, a
landowner to consult the Village
government and hire a professional
arborist for any trimming and prun
ing on the village "tree lawn," de
fined as the area between the curb
and the owner's property line.
Council next meets May 6 at
7:30 p.m. at the Gambier Commu- nity Center.

Peirce to shine like new in 2002
BY BRYAN STOKES II

News Assistant

This summer, plans are in the
works for a "cleaning and restoration" of Peirce Hall, according to
2002-200- 3
Interim Provost Greg
Spaid. He and Associate Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele are heading the project, which promises to
"return the Great Hall to its former
and original glory," according to
President Robert Oden.
This project is the next stage
in renovating the
building, whose paintings were
sent away for professional cleaning and restoration in the summer
of 2000. Among these paintings
are such illustrious figures as
Hannah More, Lord Kenyon, Lord
74-year-o-

ld

Gambier and William Foster

Peirce.
The entire restoration is the
gift of an anonymous alumnus,
who, according to Oden, "visited
the space for the first time in decades and contacted me both in
initial surprise that the Great Hall
was in such great need of restoration and then with the offer to fund
any and all restoration work."
When students return in August 2002, most will not notice any
distinct change. The focus of this
project is to refurbish and restore
surmany of the
faces of the hall. "It is time to do
a very complete job of cleaning the
surfaces of the interior of the the
Great Hall and some of the adjacent spaces, including the stained
glass windows,"said Spaid. Peirce Hall was born during
long-neglect-

ed

the administration of President
Peirce, who reshaped Kenyon
from 1896 to 1937. Peirce, as well
as Cromwell House, were completely

financed

by William

Nelson Cromwell, who "did not
attend Kenyon but who fell, as
have so many of us, for the
College's beauty," said Oden.
During this same era, Hanna
Hall, Ransom and Stephens Halls,
ScLeonard HalL Samuel Mather
were
ience Hall and Shaffer Hall
all constructed, and Rosse Hall
was rebuilt after a devastating
1897 fire. Before Peirce's transformation of Kenyon, according")
the Greenslade Special Collections
that
and Archives, "Peirce realized
other than an idyllic setting, lile
in Gambier was attractive to students in 1896."
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Council considers division housing
Changes in Housing Policies Stirs ControveiS!

that it's a two year appointment. In
response to a question from Com-

BY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Reporter

munications Director Caroline

Lit

Cowan '04 about why two year ap-- .
pointments existed, Deifel said,
"What happens is that people in the
second year of their appointment can
coach people in the first year of their
appointment along."
The Council decided to follow
precedent set in previous searches for
judicial board members and the presidential search committee and to solicit letters of intent from the student
body. Deifel suggest that the due date
for the letters be the following Fri-

Student Council convened on
The

Kenyon

LMUr

Collegian

College Plana Women's Studies

lJ
Uaton

tifoxA

Dtacu

m

ZJJ?'Erz

Lbor

Sunday, only to find that it could not
achieve a quorum necessary to vote on
legislation. Student Council did what
it could, setting up a process to choose
Judicial Board members and looking
briefly at legislation concerning housing in division.
There are presently two slots on
the Judicial Board that are available that
have two year terms. Senate Student
Ludi Ghesquiere '02 questioned whether Council could discuss
and set up a process since there was no
quorum. Student Council President
Nick Dcifcl clarified, "We can make
decisions and set our agenda and that's
what I'd like to do."
Due to the nature of the appointments and the fact that they last two
years, Deifcl suggested that nominations come from the freshman, sophoCo-Cha-

fVirw tfilMr and floor
tndrrft) Sanwr
fti-noi- ar
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as it appeared on April 1, 1982.

ago, April 1, 1982, A four student, four faculty and administratmaking up the Ad Hoc Commission on Equality in Student
group,
ion
Residences, announced their recommendations for improving the 'equal
ity of housing between independent men, fraternity men and women.'
These recommendations included the deduction of housing points from
sophomores and juniors who choose to live in division, a "revamping of
the point system so that penalized fraternity members would only compete with their class for housing" and a redistribution of North end hous
ng. In addition, a stipulation was added to Archon division housing,
expecting those living there to join the Archon society.

20 years

ir

day. At first, Council members
agreed on the deadline, then Chair
of Housing and Grounds Shayla
Myers '02 pointed out, "This is a hard
tiling to do," and that people might
want a little bit more time to consider
whether they wished to make the
commitment. Council finally agreed
to discuss the letters of intent received
by their April 14 meeting. They
agreed to accept letters from students
going abroad next year but as

more and junior class. Ghesquiere
pointed out that Senior Class President
Phil Stephenson had received an appointment to the Judicial Board. Deifel
replied, "We have taken rising seniors,
but we should really consider the fact

Stu-dentTreasu-

Jeremy Suhr'02said,
'They can apply, but that's one strike
against them."

"Someone on the committee

BY BRYAN STOKES II

suggested because students always
come into Res Life to look at plans
it

30

Gambier.

Lack of quorum
Council briefly considered legislation from Housings and Grounds regarding the ordering rooms in division.
Myers established that groups such as
Archons and the Peeps were not exempt from such legislation and that "as
a general rule, they accept it." She also
stated that an appeals process of sort
would be set up and be run by Housing
and Grounds "in consultation with
Residential Life" that would review any
complaint groups might have with the
ordering. Senate should receive such
legislation in two weeks from this meeting. Council could not pass it at this
meeting due to the lack of quorum.
There was a discussion about
lack of attendance at this meeting,
which may have been due to the fact
that it fell on Easter. Deitel said he
from people
received three
the night before telling him that they
could not come. Myers stated that
two members of the Council were on
campus at the time of the meeting.
e-m-

ails

Lottery has new home on the Web
News Assistant

years ago, April 20, 1972, Suffering from the effects of increased
ehicle and foot traffic, Middle Path was renovated to include a short
brick pathway from The Village Inn to the People's Bank of Gambier
as well as 16 hackberry trees. The action was taken as a result oi soi
of the existing tree
compaction, which resulted in the loss of 65
population. Both Kenyon and Gambier collaborated on the project
which seeks to transform the center path islands into "useful and at
tractive features for Gambier." The plan also includes "a number of
cross paths of varying angles and dimensions, laid out to connect di
rectly those areas where most people go. These changes resulted in a
radically different Middle Path, and thus a metamorphosed downtown

rer

""Judicial appointments

and layouts," remarked Myers.

With Kenyon currently in the
housing lotmidst of the 2002-0- 3
Life
Residential
Office
of
the
tery,
has created an informational lottery
website in conjunction with the

d
campus as
"We're such a
it is ... it's just a lot more convenient"
The website's launch was announced
by Area Coordinator of Up perclass
Students Colette Noe on April 3.
web-base-

Housing and Grounds committee.
The lottery website features
The website was created over spring
2001-0plans for BushnelL Caples, Farr,
floor
and
2
Housing
break by
Leonard, Manning, Mather,
with
Harma,
Myers,
Shayla
chair
Grounds
the assistance of Director of New Old Kenyon and Watson Halls, as
well as the Acland, Bexley and New
Media Patty Burns.

Apartments. The plans are the same as
those distributed by the Residential Life
office, which have not been drawn to
scale. These plans include special interest and division housing designations.
In addition, the site provides a full
calendar of lottery events, as well as
spaces being placed in the lottery. Currently, the website is located at: http:

The site can also
be accessed via the student life website
at http:www.kenvon.edustudentlife.

wedding spot safe
prized
Tree: Brides can breathe easy,
....,,,,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
"My first concern was for the
safety of the students and people
who would be in the vicinity of
the

tree," said Camden. As per

protocol, Buildings and Grounds
employed the expert opinions of
the arborists from Dolces Tree

Service in Mansfield and Dr.
Partika, a retired Professor from
Ohio State University, a certified
arborist and a tree evaluator.
"Any time a grand old tree is
in jeopardy, we get two expert
opinions as to how we should
handle the tree," said Camden.
"We always use a certified arborist and always use the most
expert opinion we can get.
"It may look out of balance,"
he continued, "but the certified arborist said it was structurally
stable and his recommendation
was that we shouldn't cut it
down."

After enduring damage from
storms a year and a half ago, the
tree was so old and spread out that

experts recommended Kenyon
take some weight off of the tree
through selective pruning and
supportive cables. Around the
same time, Kenyon enlisted the

services of Wade and Gatton

Nurseries of Bellville, Ohio to

help locate another Norway
Maple. If something were to happen tx the older tree in the next
few years, the two inch caliper,
known to the lay public as a "sapling," would still be small enough
to be easily transplanted to the
location of the current Norway
Maple. The new Norway Maple
was planted on the perimeter of
the North end of the driveway in
front of the Church of the Holy
Spirit, close enough to be juxtaposed against the mass of its ancestor, but not so close as to have
its growth stifled by the elder's
impending spring blossom.
Arborists estimate the wedding tree to be approximately 150
years old, and Kenyon does not
have any records as to how or why
the tree landed there. It may have
even been planted naturally, an
aesthetic faux pas by today's demanding campus standards. According to Ray Heithaus,
Kenyon's Jordan Professor of Environmental Science and Biology,
the Ohio State Department of
Natural Resources deemed it a
"state record" tree approximately

alum- Kenyon alum
manv.
many. Heithaus a Kenvon
their
held
Pat
wife
his
and
nus

fifteen years ago. "It was among
some of the very largest in the
state," said Heithaus in an email,
although its size has been diminished by nearly one half in the last
year.
Undoubtedly, the tree has a
great deal of sentimental value to

wedding reception under the
wedding tree over 30 years ago.
Sam Jaffee '04, a tree enthusiast,
was elated to learn that the tree
will remain for the time being.
"For a college that takes such

appearance
pride in the beautiful appearand
of its grounds," Jaffee remarked,
"this is good news."
In keeping the tree, Kenyon
preserves not just its appearance,
but the memories of those who
have experienced life in Gambier
over the past century and a half.
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Keep fighting, just to be yourselves
Once in the eleventh grade, during a rather heated argument about
diversity in my British literature class, the teacher threw her hands
down on the desk and screamed, "Okay everyone, let's open the whole
can of worms. How many people in this room are gay?" Silence. There
were 24 or 25 people in the class, so according to statistics there were
at least 2.5 gay people in that room, but nobody responded. If they had,
who knows what would have happened? Bricks thrown through
windows? Graffiti on lockers? But fortunately those 2.5 students kept
quiet and hence were saved from acts of hatred. And all is fine in the
high schools of Small Town, America.
Reality check. Meanwhile, high school students all over the
country, even all over the world, are slitting their wrists because they
live in a society where people say the word "faggot" with reckless
abandon. They are hiding a "terrible secret. "And they know that if they
stood up in class and said, "I am gay," they would face a world of
graffiti and thrown bricks. So they keep quiet and slowly, they fade
away.
What is hatred? Andrew Sullivan, noted conservative gay activist,
will attempt to answer that question in a speech in Rosse Hall tonight
at 7:30 p.m. Is hatred what happened to Matthew Shepard or is hatred
what happens to dozens of gay teenagers every year when they can't
listen to the word "faggot" one more time? To me, the two are indelibly
connected, but some conservative gays are advocating that division
between diverse groups is okay; hatred happens only when bricks get
thrown, when epithets are direct, when discrimination occurs.
Liberal gay men and women aje fighting today for the right to get
married, adoption rights for gay couples, hate crimes legislation and
other crucial human rights. Conservative gay men and women are
calling for an end to the struggle, a world where people sit down and
say, "Well I guess there's nothing we can do. We're all unequal. We'll
just have to grin and bear it." That is a cop out, it is the easy way out,
and it is not the best solution. The best answer is to keep speaking out
and keep fighting for your equal rights, even when the end isn't in
sight.
I write this today to say thank you to the few dozen out gay people
on this campus and the millions of out gay people in this country for
standing up and being counted. Thank you for being proud, and for
working towards a goal that oftentimes seems insurmountable. Thank
you for the rainbow bumper stickers on your cars. Thank you for buzz
cuts and lycra and Madonna CDs and holding hands on Middle Path.
Thanks to glittery disco queens and scruffy drag kings. Thank you for
just being yourself and not being afraid to be different. And thank you
for sharing your love with everyone who needs it, beyond superficial
boundaries.
If it weren't for people like you, I wouldn't have hope of someday
living in a society where eleventh grade students can stand up in their
classes and say "Yes, I am gay, and I am proud." We can never merely
accept differences. We must embrace them.

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
43022.
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Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right lo
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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News editor whips up some gender issues
BY TARYN MYERS

Senior News Editor
It seemed simple enough. I
was home for spring break. My
parents both have to work past 6
p.m. every day. So it only seemed
logical that I should cook dinner
for them in order to help out while
I was home.
There was just one problem
with this happy, domestic situation-to-be.
I don't know how to
cook. Yes, ladies and gentlemen,
female on
there is a
this planet who doesn't know her
way around the kitchen.
Oh, sure, I know how to make
a few things. Pasta and I get along
wonderfully. Sauce from a can,
noodles from a box and voilal
meal. I
There's a
make a mean Kraft Macaroni and
Cheese. It's all about the blue box.
I can even bake cookies. In
fact, I did so over break. I probably shouldn't mention they were
the Pillsbury
type if I
want to retain a shred of dignity. I
20-year-o-

ld

well-balanc-

ed

pre-ma-

de

confess, they were, but even
too.
worse they were pre-cThat is about the extent of my
ut

or Florida, sending me postcards
with pictures of people on the
beach with the caption "me" and
pictures of people shoveling snow
with the caption "you." Meanwhile, I'm standing in my kitchen
in snowy Michigan. In front of me
is not pasta, something microwaveable
pre-cor otherwise.
or even cookies
ut

It's chicken. Shake 'n' Bake
chicken legs, no less.
I had warned my mother about
my lack of cooking skills when she
asked me to make this. She rolled
her eyes and told me, "Just follow
the instructions on the box and
make sure you take the skin off."
Okay, I am a modern woman.
I can do anything, right? That
means I should be able to do this.
I got the skin off after a bit of
a struggle, or at least I thought I
did, maybe. To tell the truth, I really had no idea whether I did or
not. I had taken off what I thought
was the skin, but now there were
still remnants of tendons on the
muscles. I started to remove one of
these then realized, "Wait, if I do
this, I'll also be removing the gastrocnemius."
Then I started to use the rest

cooking ability.
One might ask why any
college woman would
not have acquired cooking skills
during her life, or more importantly, why she would admit to it.
Growing up, my family's schedules never really matched up. My
mom cooked on the rare occasions
that all of us could sit down together and eat, but frankly, neither
of us had time to get together for
.a cooking lesson.
Thus, I became the master of
tthe microwave. Chicken nuggets,
ffrozen individual servings of lasagne, veggie dogs you name it.
ilf I could microwave it, I was all
rover it. Because of time
and the alluring conve-

of the knowledge

rgence of these efficient food

like somehow I was less of
woman. I've always felt like

self-respecti-

ng

con-sstrain- ts

items, I never went out of my way
tto ask my mom to teach me to
(cook.
Flash forward to spring break
;2002. Many of my fellow students
;are off in exotic places like
iCancun, the Bahamas, Nebraska
i

about leg

muscles I recently gained from dissecting my cat in bio lab. "And this
is the semimembranosis, and this
is the vastus lateralis," I told my
dog, who by this time was curiously observing my unusual behavior. She just tilted her head at me
incredulously. She had a point. This
wasn't getting me anywhere.
I paced around the kitchen for
a bit, yelling at the chicken, the
Shake 'n' Bake, but most of all at
myself for not knowing how to do
this. After all, this is supposed to
be easy for me, right? Aren't all
women inherently supposed to
know how to cook?
I was surprised at how not
knowing how to cook made me feel
a
it

didn't matter if I didn't know how
to cook because there are so many
other opportunities out there for
women now.
So why did I feel so sheepish
when I had to wait for my dad to.

come home and ask him if I removed the skin from the darn
chicken legs correctly? It seems
like there should be no shame in
it.

The problem is that in our society today, cooking and other domestic skills are assumed to come
naturally to women. They are assumed to be so easy that a woman
who doesn't know how to do something like, oh say, cook, is laughable, both to herself and those
around her.
What I realized, standing in
is that cooking isn't
kitchen,
my
that comes
It
something
isn't
easy.
anything
like
Cooking,
naturally.
else in life, is something we must
be taught to do.
And, no, I wasn't any less of a
woman because 1 didn't know how
to cook. I was just a different
woman than the superwoman the
media portrays as breezing between domestic and professional
work with ease or picking up a pot
for the first time and whipping up
e
meal. I'm
an elaborate
still a young woman with a lot to
learn, including cooking.
I got through the rest of vacation pretty easily. I made ravioli
and macaroni and cheese, two
dishes that cost me very little emotional distress. Although I did hit
a bit of a barrier when I got to
making chicken gorditas: "Step 1.
Brown the chicken." Isn't it already
kind of brown? How do I make it
more brown? I was able to work
through it, though.
In short, I was able to fake it.
And yeah, those gorditas might
I
have tasted a bit sketchy, but
have
made them. They might not
been perfect, but they were done.
I realized that I don't have to be a
superwoman and do everything
well. If I can't cook, that doesn't
mean that I'm a bad person, or even
a bad woman.
It just means that I'm my own
woman with my own experiences.
And now, thanks to my exotic
old
spring break spent in good
not
Canton that's Michigan,
of
China I can add "conquering
chicken legs" to my list of
five-cours-
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Crozier Student Manager celebrates women's history and progress
Guest Columnist
On Thursday night members
Crozier Planning Board
the
of
,ung photos in the dining hall of

who broke down barriers
did great things for Kenyon.
On Friday afternoon I spent

women
and

was not out of the ordinary made
it so great.
For the women whose posters
hung in the Great Hall on Friday,
even just getting to Kenyon was a
struggle. Doris B. Crozier was not
even a dean at Kenyon, she was
the Dean of Women for the
Women's Coordinate College,

been the night before, climbing up
a ladder in the Great Hall and hanging a photo, larger than life, of
Doris B. Crozier over the fireplace.
On Friday I sat in class, surrounded by other female students,
listening to a female professor give
a lecture on an influential woman
in British history.
It wasn't a

BY SHAYLA MYERS

sat in class, surrounded by other female students, listening to afe- male professor give a lecture on an influential woman in British his
tory. It wasn't a women's and gender studies class, and it wasn't a
lecture that had anything to do with women's history month. The class
was European Politics, and the lecture was about Margaret Thatcher.
The fact that it was not out of the ordinary made it so great.

J
(

Great Hall, watching
people's reactions to the posters.
Afterwards, I went to class,
and sitting in class that afternoon
was as much of a celebration of
Women's History Month as it had

,'

which women attended from 1969-197before they were allowed to
officially matriculate at Kenyon.
Christine Gould became the
first woman president of Student
Council.

women's and gender studies class,
and it wasn't a lecture that had anything to do with women's history
month. The class was European
Politics, and the lecture was about
Margaret Thatcher. The fact that it

lunch in the

2,

Professor Marley was the first
woman to hold a tenure-trac- k
position.
Katrina Singer was Kenyon's
first female
athlete.
These women and the other
women whose photos we hung in
the Great Hall all paved the way
so that half of student council this
year can be made up of women and
Jane Martindell and Cheryl Steele
can be deans of the College.
Pamela Camerra-Row- e
can teach
a European Politics class, and I can
enroll in it.
There is still a lot of progress
that needs to be made. Women currently make $0.68 for every dollar
Ail-Americ-

an

a man earns. At Kenyon, male professors continue to outnumber fe-

male professors, and all of the
Kenyon presidents have been men.
Part of the point of hanging
the posters in the Great Hall was
to draw attention to the fact that
nine out of ten of the portraits in

the Great Hall portray men, and
Kenyon's traditions and symbols
still favor men. As one member
of the Crozier Planning board always says, progress is not equality.

But Women's History Month
is about recognizing the fact that
there has been progress. It is about
taking a month to recognize the
women who have made contribu-

tions to society and have done
great things.
On Friday the Crozier Planning Board took a moment to recognize some of the phenomenal
women who have left their mark
on Kenyon, the women who came
before us and made it possible for
us to take classes, to write papers,
to take leadership positions in student organizations and campus
government, to be taught by
women, and to do all of the things
women do at Kenyon without a
second thought.

Stokes wonders if anyone noticed Kenyon President was leaving
One of my first encounters
President Oden happened before I even met him. I was a mere
prospie, lost in the new world of
Gambier, Ohio, and I made the mistake of turning President Oden's
lawn into a convenient shortcut. Out
of nowhere shot a small, voracious
dog, seemingly flying at me faster
than a speeding bullet. As I ran
across the unfamiliar landscape, the
menace was finally stopped by an
invisible fence. I still avoid that dog
to this day. But I will forever continue to appreciate President Robert A. Oden, Jr.
Even in this publication, many

years constructing eight buildings
and raising enrollment by 238 students. In his much shorter tenure
Oden has erected a science quad-

with

Carleton,

a place filled with family
and pleasant memories.
1, though a freshman, will still
miss the familiar face, the easy accessibility and even his miniature
attack dog. And although I have the
utmost faith in the search committee, I doubt that they will find anyone who fits this school as well as
Oden did.
The class of 2006 is at a distinct disadvantage. Never will they
experience Oden's unique charisma
at convocation, nor his solemn grace
at Founder's Day. Instead, they will
become a class in limbo, accepted
into our amazing community by an

rangle from the ground up and added
the Horn Gallery, a new building for
the BFEC, additional music facilities in Storer Hall and administrative offices in the spectacular Eaton
center. This large volume of construction has not been attempted
since Peirce's administration. To

crown his achievements, Oden's
massive capital campaign "Claiming Our Place" succeeded in raising
$116 million for Kenyon, his magnum opus.
Yet, through the triumph, the

have

subtly attacked President
claiming that he has abandoned our school for the frozen
wasteland of Carleton College. I
will admit that I too am saddened
that Oden has left us after a mere
seven years. But I am disappointed
in the student
body for not caring.
And for not understanding.
Former President Reverend
William Foster Peirce spent 41

acting president.
Regardless of how much I or
any other student will miss President Oden, we should not feel "betrayed" as columnist Molly Farrell
mentioned in last week's Collegian.
Nor should we consider Oden's departure in favor of Carleton a flight
of fancy, as cartoonist Phil Hands

Oden administration has been
marked by unprecedented tragedy
and pain. The past six school terms
have each been marked by tragedy,
five of those directly involving
Kenyon itself. Surely we cannot begrudge a man who has done so
much for our college, a chance to
step back from it all and move on.
For Oden, that moving on is to

Oden,

alluded when the Oden decision was

announced.

Moving on is a part of life. In
May 377 seniors will leave the cornfields of Gambier for bigger and
brighter places. And many may
never look back.
In fact, I dare say that the student body has abandoned our beloved President more than he ever
could abandon us. When the Collegian broke the news of Oden's
departure, the frequently audible
voices of Kenyon were silent. There
were no allstus and allfacs, no letters to the editor, not even an
e-m-

ail

of congratulations. The campus
whose flames of passion can be set
afire by the most inane occurrence
had no words for the only Kenyon
president any of them have ever
known. Our open, inviting and unified campus, turned a cold shoulder to the man who provided so
much.

Even when Fortnightly

an-

nounced Oden's definite departure,

Kenyon's prominent allstu giants
seemed to be at a loss for words.
Those who fight against the paving

of Middle Path or rally for equal
housing, lacked the mental presence
to realize what really matters.
Did no one realize that a president can make or break a college
and its character? Perhaps a few
kind words, a card, a thank you or a
protest could
"Don't go Bobby-O- "
have coaxed Kenyon's president to

stay and continue redefining the
jewel in the cornfields.
Now we face the challenge of
finding someone to fill the shoes
that Oden is gracefully stepping
out of. Will he or she move to
Philander's famed hill, only to find
an apathetic student body? Will
we express our opinions to the selection committee and to those two
students chosen to represent us?
Do we even know what we want
in our next president, or have our
views become so detached from
his magnificent place that we can't
sc.. its breathtaking forest for the
seei lingly ordinary trees?

Bryan Stokes II
News Assistant
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Doctorow to lead Kenyon writers into 21st Century
BY

ANN RASMUSSEN
Staff Writer

Kenyon welcomes an alumnus
back to campus next week with a
lecture by E.L. Doctorow '52. He
will speak Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
in Rosse Hall.
A noted author, Doctorow is
most famous for Ragtime, his
novel set in 1900s New York,
which has been adapted into a film
musiand a Tony Award-winnin- g
cal. His other works include Big
as Life, The Book of Daniel, City
of God, Loon Lake and Welcome
to Hard Times. His address, sponsored by Student Lectureships, is
titled "Writing America in the
Twenty-FiTCentury."
"There's a lot of interest in
him because of the alumnus factor," said Student Lectureships
Committee member Mary Thuell-Sled- d
'04. "This is his 50th reunion
year, and the Alumni Association
was trying to get him to speak at
the 50th reunion, so we thought
it'd be a good time to bring him
here. Plus, he's E.L. Doctorow.
You can't argue with that."
Besides his superior novels,
Doctorow has other credentials to
make him an informed speaker on
contemporary writing. He embarked upon his literary career as
an independent reader of novels
for film studios, writing synopses
and opinions as to whether the
works should be adapted. He
worked his way up to the post of
editor at New American Library
before he transferred to Dial Press,
and
where he rose to editor-in-chivice president.
This experience influenced

American myth and its endless cli
ches. Big as Life is an attempt to
redeem the similarly maligned
genre of science fiction.
He moved on to reshape history in The Book of Daniel, telling
the story of the Rosenburg trials. In
Ragtime, historical figures are even
more prominently integrated into
the plot. However, both books also
deal with more personal sides of his

torical fiction. Ragtime takes place
in Doctorow's old home of New
Rochelle, NY. Compounding issues
of reality and fiction, the character
of Coalhouse Walker in Ragtime is

based

writer

German

upon

Heilbronn Kleist's rebel Michael
Kohlhaas, and the plot device that
leads to his introduction to the novel
is taken from New Rochelle lore.
Using past events to explore
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Doctorow's books. This often
takes the form of examining political and social issues, attempting to tie literature to life and, to
some extent, Americans to their
historical legacy. Of interest to
many Kenyon students is his sympathy with radical causes and their
role in shaping the orthodoxy of
subsequent generations.
Doctorow is also noted for the
cinematic structure of his works,
with film and television giving authors leeway to move rapidly between different scenes and times.
Technological advancement underpins what audiences will understand
and accept in the format of literature, and the future direction of literature depends to some extent upon
new forms of mass media.
Despite coming to Kenyon to
study under Kenyon Review founding editor John Crowe Ransom,
Doctorow pursued a degree in philosophy, studying under another
member of the Kenyon Review
board, Philip Blair Rice. However,
he still took many English classes
and was active in drama, occasionally working with fellow Kenyon
student Paul Newman '49. Kenyon
granted Doctorow an honorary degree in 1976.

What: E.L.

Doct,Brow

lecture

When:

Wednesday,

7:30 p.m.

Where:

Rosse
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Sullivan tonight.
"We had a lot of help frcm:"::
Alumni Association," adce;
Thuell-Sled-

"so we're
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nice to have a former student
and share their perpsect;-.and in Doctorow's ownrijfc;
an author, this is a great chance:
hear him speak."
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What do you think the next
Random Moments question should

ef

Doctorow's

the present is a persistent theme in

be?

writing heavily.

Never having been west of Ohio,
Welcome to Hard Times, a reshaping of the Western genre, is completely based in reading endless
scripts for Westerns, absorbing the

"What was your worst experie:
with Matt Scheft's prospie?"
Sara Pecorak'N

Barbara Walz

Kenyon alumnus and noted author E.L. Doctorow will speak WednesCentury."
day, addressing the topic "Writing America in the Twenty-Fir-

v.-

-
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The writer Lois McMaster Bujold said, "When you can't do something truly useful, you tend to vent
the pent up energy in something useless but available, like snappy dressing." Hoping to make the weekend truly useful, Kenyon partiers raided everything from the Salvation Army to their roommate's closet in
hopes of perfecting that specific Saturday Night Fever look or Superman garb.
Friday night's activities actually gave Kenyon partiers about as many options as the brochures claim.
("Every Friday and Saturday the school sponsors Late Nite Events which everyone goes to.") From Activist Jam sessions to reliving almost every decade since Nixon, Friday night's biggest drawback was that
the already small campus was spread about as thin as a single in Farr.
d
Starting from the North, the Delts had a "Heaven and
party that turned into more of the
latter, as no one wanted to walk all the way up to the lodge just to dance with the devil in the pale lodge
light. Moving South, the Archon Society had a '70s themed party that felt more like a middle-schodance circa 1995 (think lame decorations and Hootie and the Blowfish.) This was a classic example of the
"money can't buy everything" doctrine, as this largely endowed organization couldn't keep the partiers
past one, even with some of the best beer on campus. At one point, it seemed like nothing could save this
night ... this looked like job for (hearing my writing integrity fall as the Superman theme is cued) some
superheroes.
The independent girls of Bushnell and Old Kenyon teamed up to fight the evil forces of
Nowheresville, Ohio. Armed with nametags and a couple of kegs, this party seemed to be as Incredible as the Hulk and as diverse as Captain Planet's Planeteers (and I'm stopping). The music played
at this party was a good mix of the old and the new, keeping everyone dancing in their crime-fightin- g
boots and sneakers.
It's a good thing the superheroes of Friday night only party and fight crime, as originality was being
abused on Saturday night by the Phi Kaps, who had the same "Studio 54" theme as the Archons the
night before. While the night before produced some interesting costumes, the only people dressed
up for this party were the hosts themselves, who stuck out more than the poster-board-cstars that
the frat tried to pass off as '70s decor. Unlike the night before, though, since nothing else on campus was going on, everyone seemed to at least make an appearance at the party, even if they didn't
want to admit to it.
So remember if you are having a party it better be good, because you never know, we might be there.
Work hard. Play hard. See you next weekend.
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Gay conservative Sullivan brings message against hate
n
lot of other
publica
tions. He's conservative, but he's
a very interesting guy, his views
are very well thought out, and we
think he'll make a great speech."
Arkell agreed, saying, "I think
it'll fascinate a lot of people, especially people on this campus.
Overall, Andrew Sullivan is a liberal, but he also claims that he's a
conservative. It's kind of that hazy
boundary between the two ideologies, especially since he also
worked in the Clinton White
House as an aide. It's very interesting to see a man who works on
both sides of the political spectrum, and it's also refreshing to see
that both ideologies can be blended
and held by an individual."
Arkell added, "We didn't do
this purely for political reasons,
though. We wanted to bring
someone who would have something of a solution for the modern crises we're facing today,
and also just to inspire and bring
new ideas to the campus. That's
why I think people should go,
just to be challenged intellectually and emotionally and to confront new ideas."
In the lecture, Sullivan will
likely touch on the events of September 11, the current state of Catholicism, gay marriage and
gays in the military. Susman explained, "I think it'll be a talk

BY RACHEL ARMSTRONG

well-know-

Staff Writer

The renowned gay conservative pundit and author Andrew
Sullivan will speak at Kenyon tonight. His lecture, titled "The Fight
Against Hate: Why We Can't and
Shouldn't Win It," will be delivered at 7:30 p.m. in Rosse Hall. It
is sponsored by the Student Lectureships Committee.
"He's a very, very interesting
political figure," said Student
Lec-tureshi-

ps

committee member
Bobby Arkell '04. "I mean, just
what he proposes, the ideas that he
proposes, are completely fascinating. He's a log cabin conservative
and a gay rights activist at the same
time, and I've met very few people
who hold to both ideals."
Sullivan's writing in the New
York Times and the New Republic
has inspired both praise and controversy. He is often considered
one of America's most
writers on gay rights, challenging everything from the Catholic
church to the military on their
stances about homosexuality.
Although Sullivan is a native
of England, he came to the United
States in 1984 to study at Harvard
University. Eventually, he earned
a master's degree in public administration and a Ph.D. in political
science. He began his writing ca- high-profi-

le

What: Andrew Sullivan
talk

When: Today, 7:30 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
rcer in 1986 when he was accepted
for an internship at the New Republic.
During his time working for
the magazine, Sullivan rose to
the position of associate editor
before eventually becoming editor at the age of 27. During his
tenure in the
Sullivan expanded the horizons
of the magazine, taking it beyond politics to cover such diverse topics as the future of
same-se- x
marriage and affirmative action in the newsroom. In
1995, he published a book titled
Virtually Normal: An Argument
About Homosexuality, which offers an
and thoughtful
discussion of gay rights.
"He comes from a very interesting perspective, having grown
up in England and then coming to
the United States," said Student
mid-1990-

s,

hip-ho-

in-dep-

p,

th

Lectureships committee Chair
Tom Susman '04. "He's written for
the New Republic, the New York
Times, the Sunday Times which
is a newspaper in England and a
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Courtesy of Student Lectureships

Respected and controversial, conservative gay columnist Andrew
Sullivan will speak tonight in Rosse Hall, covering a number of issues.

mostly about hate in general and
the policy in general, and I think
it's pretty much what the title says:

that fight. I think he'll explain what
exactly he means by hate and why
he thinks that's a fight we

why we can't and shouldn't win

shouldn't necessarily win."

in Holocaust
1 Jewish artist Tibor recalls loss, forgiveness
,t ..
If

'

i iinnFR"?
RVMikT
BY
MIKE LUDDERS
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Staff Writer

tive and inspirational event,
Gambier's 2002 observation of
Yom Hashoah, the Holocaust memorial service. The service will be
held Monday at 7 p.m. in Brandi

Nazi-controll- ed

1

What: Yom Hashoah
service with Alfred
Tibor
When: Monday, 7 p.m
Where: Brandi Recital
Hall

"I hear even now that people
say 'it did not happen ... it was a
lie,'" said artist Alfred Tibor. "If
you doubt the Holocaust ... I ask
you where is my family? Where
did they take those who stood up
for them? ... If we don't remember this, if we don't learn, we will
do the same things agaim"
This tribute is one piece in
what promises to be an informa-

Recital Hall.
Featured at the memorial service is nationally renowned sculptor and speaker Tibor, who will
deliver a deeply personal talk on
the sources of group hatred.
Himself a Holocaust surviand work-cam- p
vor, Hungarian-bor- n
is
educated, Tibor the manager and primary contributor to a
Columbus-are- a
art studio and Holocaust survivors museum. He
said that the most important message he sends with his work is one
of remembrance and honor toward
those who endured the firestorm
of the 1930s and '40s in
Europe.
"Remember ... remember the
Holocaust in America because
here you have who gave their
lives for humanity," said Tibor.
"The GIs, also victims, also vie-- ,
tims of hatred ... your freedom
is to thank them ... and that is

In.

Coutesy of Public Affairs

A Holocaust survivor, Alfred Tibor will share his experiences and a
message of forgiveness with the Kenyon community Monday.

why we must remember."
And while simple commemoration is the first step of a Yom
Hashoah lesson, the event goes
much further to draw out and celebrate the greater sacrifice made
worldwide to stop the proliferation
of hate states.
As Tibor explained, "It is
important people learn we are
not talking about six millon
people killed ... we are talking
about fifty million people; families ... hurt by sorrow and death
before it was over ... That is the

full Holocaust."
But far from being a litany of
the dead, Tibor believes that both
the events of the period and his
personal experience with them
convey a message of hope and
promise for future unity worldwide. A major highlight of his talk
at Kenyon will be the lessons he
learned about hate and forgiveness.
"When I first got sent to the
labor battalion," Tibor recalled
grimly, "I wanted to go back to
Hungary on the back of a tank,

with a machine gun to shoot everybody. That kept me alive, until
1947. I got back and everybody
was gone ... I lost them all at
Auschwitz ... Jew, Christian ... it
made me sick. I could not hate
anymore. How could I when it's
not a conclusion, it's a division?
No way, nowhere could we afford
to hate, because we are destroying our brothers."
For the future, Tibor believes,
Yom Hashoah needs to be about
working' to create that need he felt
to be at peace, to take care never
to be blind to the plight of others
again.
"All this now with race and
with your country ... it does not
matter, your religion, your people
... because every woman goes
through the same pain to give her
child. How to raise that child is
the choice we must make."
Giving people an awareness
of that choice is largely what
brings Tibor to America, and to
Kenyon. Having corresponded
with student groups and lectured
at schools around the nation, his
need for teaching remembrance
has been almost eclipsed by his
growing need to talk about respon

sibility.
"The U.S. was shielded from
the worst hate before 91 1 ," Tibor
said, "but we all need more to remember not to blame Hitler for it
all back then. Seventy million followed him, and we need see ourselves as a guidance of the
people."
The fact that what began historically as an epic funeral service
has become a progressive, uplifting rally for brotherhood impresses upon Tibor proof of his
deep beliefs in the best parts of
human nature, and the lesson left
to us by those who gave their lives
sixty years ago.
"One lesson I would like to
give," he said, "is we are not respecting each other the worst will
always come ... we are stronger today with the Six Million Spirit,
which did not die ... and if I am
changing just one person with my
whole life, I am doing the good
job. I can see peace."
Along with Tibor's presentation, the night's activities will include other services of remembrance and unity, served up by
various Kenyon groups.
Kenyon Hillel director
Michael Cooper said, "It's not
only a speech. The remembrance
service will include readings and
songs as well."
Of special significance during the current tragedies unfolding in the Mideast, this program,
to which all are invited, aims to
leave impressions on students'
hearts and minds for some time
to come.
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Chenette to star in KMT's spring musical, Pippin
Pippin gives students the chance to sing, dance and act in flashy costumes with flashy themes
BY LINDSAY WARNER

Staff Writer
How does an educated,
wholesome and
soft-spoke-

What: Pippin
When: Tonight and

n

young man in the fifth century
fill the "empty and vacant" void
inside? If you are a character in
Steven Schwartz's comedy Pippin, try dabbling in a bit of love,
war, revolution and sex.

Pippin, Kenyon's spring

musical, is sponsored by
Kenyon Musical Theater, Stage
Femmes and the department of
Religious Studies. It plays April
4 and 5 in the Hill Theater.
Seating is first come, first serve.
The title character, played
by first yearTim Chenette, tries

to achieve
through a series of bizarre
self-fulfillme-

nt

people and events. He is first
influenced by his father, King

Charlemagne

(sophomore

Steven Bartek), who spends his
time embarking on wild rampages and wars for his kingdom.
When the king agrees to
allow Pippin to accompany his
army, which includes Pippin's
Lewis (sophomore
Elton Hartney), Pippin discovers that war is not the path to
half-broth-

er

Meanwhile,
Lewis is involved in an undercover scheme against the
king, aided by his mother,
Fastrado, played by junior
Emily Martin, who describes
her character as "the evil stepmother."
After leaving the palace,
Pippin is led to his grandmother, who surrounds herself
with younger men and lives
by the motto 'relax and enjoy
life,' portrayed in her energetic song "No time At All,"
in which she lures the audience into active participation
self-actualizati-

on.

1

Friday, 8 p.m.

i

Where: Hill Theater

(.

N fy

V

through her buoyant exuberance. Pippin wanders away
unsatisfied, and despite an
erotic scene in which he finds
himself surrounded by
half-dresse-

d

c1

:

women, he falls into the
of despair," where he is

"depths
rescued by Catherine (junior
Meredith Andrews), a "lonely

woman with a small boy and a
large estate."
First year Tom Coiner narrates the story as the Lead Player,
a

representation of

a

vaudeville

showman. Coiner leads Pippin
through a series of events, enhanced by his vivacious dancing
and mischievous tricks.
In the finale, however, the
Lead Player's malicious intent is
revealed through a dramatic sequence in which Pippin is forced
to choose between the "real"
world and the world of fantasy.
"I love the finale," said senior Danni Hurley, the play's
director. "It's really dark and
creepy, and I don't like all those
happy-go-luck- y
endings you
find in musicals like Oklahoma
and Guys and Dolls."

Pippin, a
show, relied on the innovation
and creativity of three seniors:
Hurley, producer Celsea Wurster
and production stage manager
Sarah Handyside. It strives to
transcend the realities of being
student-produce-

d

n
show with a small
to
create a circus-lik- e
budget

a

student-ru-

i

;

i

'

'

f

The cast rehearses a scene from this week's KMT production of Pippi
spectacle complete with flashy, his sleazy dancing. The cast of
fifth century costumes, intense
Pippin also took seductive dancmakeup and innovative dancing. ing to a new low in Pippin's
Junior costume mistress Lori song "With You," a
Prince and senior makeup artist
"orgy scene" complete with
scantily-claKate Adams created the visual
actors, obscene
effects, while senior Betsy gestures and a "sex machine."
Tohinaka invented the dances,
"My favorite part is the sex
which were accompanied by a machine," said Chenette, "bepit band directed by cause I don't have to do a thing."
senior Christina Carleton.
Despite Chenette's fondness
"Even though only three or for the sex machine, he said that
four cast members had taken he most enjoyed "just getting
dance classes before, I was so out and singing, either on my
surprised and pleased to find own, or with the rest of the cast,"
a tribute to the time Carleton
that I didn't have to compromise my choreography to spent "drilling notes" into the
accommodate inexperienced cast's heads.
dancers," Tohinaka said. "EvPippin, which Hurley admits
eryone was very capable and
was "essentially chosen in
willing to learn all the steps,
fashion,
and I wouldn't consider any of
testifies to the fact that students
the cast beginning dancers anyare extremely capable of promore."
ducing a musical that is
"I think my favorite part
completely independent of outside assistance.
about this show was the dancing," remarked Coiner, whose
"As rehearsals progressed,
my biggest challenge as director
character's malicious, seedy
side is portrayed in part through
was being able to pretend that I
cast-dubb-

ed

d

six-pers-

Annie Mark

n.

was seeing the show for the
firstHime," said Hurley, "but
then when we added costumes
and makeup, I rediscovered
the way the lights, costumes
and makeup come together to
create the magic that is the
heart of a show like Pippin."

on

eenie-meanie-miney-m-

oe"

Movie-lin- e:

Fri-Th-

Series 7 received its

the-

atrical release during the
popular obsession with the
first season of Survivor. Such
timing rendered its observations profoundly right-o- n
but
also creepy and discomforting.
The movie is comprised of six
episodes of a fictional television game show called "The
Contenders." The object is to
remain alive, a tricky proposition given that each of the
contestants receives a hand-gu- n
in addition to a bad attitude. As
a surreal combination of The
Running Man and Clockwork
Orange, the pure shock of the
film, with its constant imitation
of live footage and brutal violence, makes it a very good
commentary. Unlike the momentously bad 75 Minutes, which

was released

only

a

few

- Chris Van

Nostrand

Session 9
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Brad Anderson's Session 9
thrilling psychological horror film that uses a haunting
backdrop to weave a tale of deep

port; Phil (David Caruso), a
crew chief who mourns his lost
girlfriend by smoking marijuana; Hank (Josh Lucas), the
cocky gambler who stole Phil's
woman; Mike
(Stephen
Gevedon), a privileged law student who is fascinated with the
hospital's history; and Jeff
(Brendan Sexton III), Gordon's
naive nephew begin to unravel and give in to their own
inner fears as the hospital wreaks
havoc on their fragile mental

immensely talented director
who has the ability to work in a
variety of genres and keep his
deeply personal vision intact.

4:30, 7:10, 9:30
1:00,4:30, 7:10

u

9:30

Big Trouble
Fri-Th-

PG-1- 3

5:00, 7:00, 9:00
1:00,3:00,5:00
7:00, 9:00

u

Sa-S- u

u

t'rl:

R

Panic Room

5:10, 7:20, 9:50
12:30, 2:50, 5:10
7:30, 9:50

The Rookie
Fri-Th-

u

Sa-S- u

4:20, 7:00, 9:40
1:30,4:20, 7:00
9:40
PG

Ice Age
Fri-Th-

u

Sa-S- u

- movies.yahoo.com

5:20, 7:20, 9:20
1:20,3:20,5:20
7:20, 9:20
PG

Clockstoppers

7

is a

terror. Called in to remove

states. As the week wears on, the
disappearance of Hank brings the
tension to a boil, resulting in a
shocking series of events that
only add to the creepy hospital's
legend. With Session 9, Anderson proves that he is an

PG-1- 3

Sa-S- u

Fri-Th-

months later, Series 7 does not
offer violence as entertainment
while trying to critique its infusion into popular culture.
This movie means what it says
and has some sad things to say.

0

High Crimes

Sa-S- u

Series 7
Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

392-222-

Fri-Th-

u

Sa-S- u

5:15, 7:15
1:15,3:15,5:15
7:15

as-

bestos from the imposing,
soon-to-b-

e

The workers Gordon (Peter
Mullan), the troubled owner
who has a wife and baby that
he desperately needs to sup

R

Blade 2

renovated Danvers

State Mental Hospital, the employees of the Hazmat Elimination
Company are unprepared for
what they're about to step into.

Fri-Th-

i

'.J
:

9:15
9:15

u

Sa-S- u

J-.--

)'atioruil Lampoon 's Van
Fri-Th-

u

Sa-S- u

KFS will show Session 9

Saturday night.

movics.y.uioo.com

Wilder I

5:30,7:30,9:30
1:30,3:30,5:30
7:30. 9:30

V
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Three students set to bring their music to campus
Bartlett, Chiavaroli and Huff prepare senior recitals in voice, the double bass and 'something different'
Vincenzo Bellini, Leonard

WOLOVNICK,
SUSANNA OK AND
CHRIS VAN NOSTRAND

BY AR1ELLE

Collegian Staff

Kenyon seniors
bassist John Chiavaroli,
soprano Jessica Huff and

Three
double
first

Bartlett will perform
eclectic recitals this
weekend.
Chiavaroli presents his senior recital on the double bass
Saturday in Brandi Recital Hall
at 8 p.m. Played with a bow,
ihe double bass is not only
noted for its powerful low register, suitable for both jazz and
orchestral arrangements, but
also for its deep and warm,
resonant sounds, effective in

Darren
three

music-f-

illed

pieces.
A late bloomer in the music world, Chiavaroli had no
previous experience with the
instrument until the summer before his collegiate sophomore
year. Inspired by a performance

solo

Mendelsohn's Third Symphony at the La Scala Opera
House while in Milan, Italy, he
decided to take up the classical
bass and has since excelled.
Twice selected to perform in
Kenyon's elite Angela Waite
Recital Series, he is also a
memberof the Kenyon College
Chamber Singers and the Knox
County Symphony Orchestra.
Chiavaroli's program inof

works by Johann

cludes

Bach, Ernest Bloch,
Dragonetti and
Serge Koussevitzky to show
case the potential of the
instrument. He is accompanied
by Pelfrey on piano.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m., Huff
will present the Kenyon community with her senior voice
recital, featuring pieces by
Sebastian

Domenico

Bernstein, Francis Poulenc and
Robert Schumann. Huff chose
the pieces herself, with the assistance of her instructor Abra
Bush and accompanist Adjunct
Instructor of Music Patricia
Pelfrey.
Huff, a first soprano, began her formal voice training
with Bush upon entering
Kenyon, and has been singing
in church choirs and school
musicals since she was five.
Originally a biology major,
Huff says she "fell in love with
singing through her involvement in the Kenyon College
Chamber Singers."
Huff is also the
the
Chasers, the musical diof
rector of the Cornerstones and
a member of the Harcourt Parish choir. She did an
independent study with the
Kenyon Community Choir for
which she conducted a piece.
Huff said, "I truly enjoy making beautiful music."
Huff's teacher, Adjunct Instructor of Music Abra Bush,
describes her as "a fantastic
young soprano with significant
promise ahead of her in whatever she chooses." Huff said
she tried to "color outside the
lines" of a traditional senior
recital, and Bush agrees that
many of her pieces are at a
graduate level of study.
"The Bellini shows off the
beauty of her voice, the
Schumann her artistry, the
Poulenc her intelligence and
the Bernstein her performance
ability," said Bush.
Huff said, "They're all
wonderful pieces and incredibly challenging as well," and
admits that "the ones that are
the most difficult are not those
that are technically challeng- co-direct-
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StaffWriter
The first printingof this year's
Horn

Newman and Laura Hillenbrand,
Abel and his fellow editors hope to
draw more attention to their magazine and the many talented student
writers within it.

Gallery Magazine disappeared from Peirce and Gund in
Associate Editor Jesse
only one and a half hours, so you
Donaldson '02 echoed that sentimay have to wait for a second
ment, saying, "Largely, the Horn
publication to see its new face and
Gallery Magazine shows what is
catalogue of authors. It may be
possible in student publications. We
worth the wait though, as the Horn ' feel as though we have set a standard
Gallery Magazine has headed in a
that hopefully will be surpassed as
new direction and contains works
student publications garner more
from students, alumni and faculty.
funding and more of the student
Patrick Abel body gains an interest in them."
'02 stated that he had a goal of
Works such as Miriam Walden's
turning the Horn Gallery Maga-a- e
"You Can't Get a Man With a Gun,"
into a high profile publication
Theo Bark's "Hundred Dollar Girls"
'hat made the most of what the
and Amanda Lueck's "Guilt and
Kenyon community has to offer. "I
Calories" exemplify the quality of
came to Kenyon for the literary
student work here at Kenyon.
tradition, and I'd like to see as
The faculty submissions likemuch coverage of writingas there
wise demonstrate what our faculty
is
sports in the Collegian" said
has to offer. Additionally, the layout
Abel. By bringing in contributions
of the magazine, designed primarily
big name alumni like Paul
by Lucas Becler '02, gives the Horn
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

J:

'

i

'
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i
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Bartlett, Chiavaroli and Huff will
ing, but those that require me
to take on a different personality for every song and require

that I really get into the
character's emotions."
Bartlett offers a radically
different presentation in completing his study of music at Kenyon
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Brandi
Recital Hall. Rather than performing live, Bartlett will play a
recording of his latest composition, a piece based loosely upon
the Catholic mass "Ordinary Re-

flection."
Bart'lett's project integrates
his study of music theory and his
concurrent interest in religious
studies.
In regards to the actual se- -

Kenyon past and present in Horn Mag
BYEDDYECKART

n

i

Gallery Magazine the look of a
professional literary review.
Originally called Omphalos,
the magazine started out five years
ago in the hands of Editor Dan
Torday '00. "We changed the name
in part because we had no idea
what Omphalos meant, and also
because we wanted to attract more
alumni to submit to our magazine," said Abel. He went on to
say how eager alumni and faculty were to participate, citing
Paul Newman'seffortsand Bruce
Smith's statement that he was
more excited to be in the Horn
Gallery Magazine than The New
Yorker.
About half of the student
works are from
non-editor-

s,

dem-onstrati-

all

4

'

i

present senior music comps this week.

lection of the piece, Bartlett said,
"I have taken several religion
classes at Kenyon, and the social
contexts of religious movements
have always fascinated me. I decided to base my piece on the
Catholic Mass as a way to reflect
on both the musical genre of the
mass and some social considerations that the genre stirred in my
mind."
Although inspired by the study
of religion, Bartlett duly notes that
his piece does not aim at actual
observance."My piece makes a
very personal statement that is
based on the history of the mass,
not practicing Catholics worldwide
today."
The focus on the history of the
Catholic mass, however, defines
only one part of the project. Bartlett
conceived of "Ordinary Reflection" as the proper example of
the
of human tech
co-existen-

ce

nology, a duality that forms his
working thesis.
"I feel very strongly about
welcoming the integration of
technology into the world of
music. It should never replace
the human element of the art
form, but it should be embraced
as a tool to create new and exciting things. I've humbly tried to
demonstrate a few of those possibilities in my composition."
Although a thoughtful and intellectual presentation clearly
awaits, Bartlett insists that it will
not be inaccessible.
"It might come off as a bit avant-gardbut it should prove to be
interesting. I have been studye,

ing music
theory and
technology with Assistant
Professor of Music Ted.
Buehrer for all four years at
Kenyon, and this kind of idea
seemed natural to me."

APRIL SHOWERS
BRING.
Extra time to procrastinate from
studies to spend at the
computer writing for
The. Collegianl

ng

the magazine's
attempts to solicit submissions
from as many authors as possible. If funding gets approved,
look for a second printing within
the next few weeks.

Russell Smith

the editors at username: collegian for a
story assignment that's guaranteed to give you
a study break and make your rainy days bright.
E-m-

ail
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Senior artists to present landscapes, cows in Olin
Dillon, Monsees, Nason and Regier prepare for Monday's opening of their eclectic senior exhibit, Monday
BY CHRIS VAN

relates only in form to the
original reference material.
The cow becomes stretched
and distorted, and the colors
become brighter and more vibrant. This transformation
corresponds both with my
mental associations with the
animal and my aesthetic preferences."
Dillon's reasons for the
cow as subject are equally
personal in that the animal
reminds of her of her childhood and her original home in
Tennessee. "The cow emerged
as a symbol, because I grew
up on a farm with cattle; they
are omnipresent in the background of my life in
Tennessee. The thought persists that someday I could be
responsible for my family's
property, and by extension,
the cows."
Reflecting specifically on

NOSTRAND

A & E Editor

Monday, a public showing
of four Kenyon artists in Olin
Gallery will complete this
year's series of three senior
exhibitions. Laura Dillon,
James Monsees, Chad Nason
and Ben Regier all offer unyet deeply
conventional
expressive works. Ranging in
medium from oils to sculpture
to graphite, each exhibit carries meaning from the highly
personal experiences involved
in their production.
Dillon focuses solely on
images of cows, using them as
a source of distortion and transformation. "These paintings
are vehicles for my intuitive
painting style, emerging and
flowing without my conscious
intention," said Dillon. "Of-

ten, the finished painting

the undertaking of this show,
Dillon said, "As a culmination
of my time here at Kenyon, this
set of comps is more rewarding
than most. It's gratifying to be
able to display my efforts in the
environment of an opening ...
with friends and food, rather
than writing a paper or taking
an exam. It's been a lot more
fun than English comps. I love
having this more tangible evidence of my development."
Monsees also engages unconventional forms with his
exhibit titled "Rational Land-

scapes." Dealing essentially
with

sculp-

"landscape-inspire- d

tures," Monsees uses wood,
metal, tile, grout, oil paint and
some electrical parts to "contrast organic and geometric
forms." And as an added bonus,
commented Monsees, "All of
the pieces light up and some of
them could be considered

lamps."
Monsees' relationship to
his art and the genesis of his
project arises mainly from his
curiosity with physical forms
and entropy. As a double major
in physics and art, his work
begins from the way that humans apply meaning to purely

physical

matter. Although

claiming he possesses no religious sentiments in pursuing
this project, Monsees considers all of his sculptures
responses to the general uncertainty of the physical world.
Regier's exhibit also begins
from a highly personal experience, in his case his summer
job as a firefighter for the forest service in Montana.

Regier's project recalls
these experiences as they become more about the story and
less about the actual event that
transpired. "Reality fades, and

memory creates its own
he said.
"The work itself is based
on a rich process of additive
and subtractive manipulation
graphite on durable paper. The
process starts when I cover the
paper with many thick layers
of random marks. This allows
me an inlet to the paper, a place
to start. Then in an almost
sculptural method, I push the
work with pencils, and graphite sticks and powders, and pull
it with a variety of erasers.
With the strong contrasts
that I obtain when workingwith
the graphite in this manner,!
can draw attention to the fire
and the human presence while
suggesting the subtle memory
of the land. The lack of color
sto-ries-

and

,"

thestylization speak to that

imagery and perception that one
retains long after an experience
occurs."

Nat'l Poetry Month kicks off at Kenyon with two readings
Garcia, Darlington to give readings on campus this week that will enterain poets and activists
Staff Writer
In the semester's ongoing literary parade, this week will add to
Kenyon's dedication to diversity
and openness in its pursuit of great

writing. Two highly successful female poets, Diana Garcia and
Tenaya Darlington, will give readings that hope to extend listeners'
perceptions of the cultural significance of poetry.
Garcia, winner of a 2001

I): V1

(ijr

What: Diana Garcia
reading
When: Sunday,
7:30 p.m.

Where: Peirce Lounge

.

-

-

both environmental and social issues
have led to her reputation as a notable
contributor to the field of
literature.
Garcia teaches at Cal i fornia State
University, Monterrey Bay, where
she is a faculty member of the Creative Writing and Social Action
Program at the Institute for Human
Communications.
Wednesday, National Poetry Se-

American Book Award for her
When Living was a Labor Camp
(Arizona State Press, 2000), will
read from her work Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Peirce Lounge.
Brought by Assistant Professor of English Janet McAdams as
part of the programming for the
new Hubbard Chair of Creative
Writing, Garcia brings a remarkable life experience with her in
addition to her fine work. Born in a
refugee labor camp in California's
San Joaquin Valley, Garcia's work
provides a revealing and internal
perspective on what is a relatively
unexplored community in literature, the migrant laborcommunity.
In addition to her acute portrayal of this particularsocial group,
Garcia's poetry is unique to the
perspective of a minority woman
and beyond, towards a universal
condition of existence. Accordingly, Garcia's high awareness of

BY JEREMY HAWKINS

r

-

.

eco-femi-n-

ist

ries and Great Lakes College
Association Award in Poetry winner
Tenaya Darlington will be reading at
8p.m., location to be announced.
Her book MadameDeluxe (Coffee House Press, 2000), transports
readers through the experience and
of the colorful drag
queen title character. Sometimes depoetry,
scribed as
Darlington's work avoids clinging to
stereotypes or trendy cultural arguments. Instead, those who attend her
reading, which isrumored to be much
point-of-vie-

w

"post-feminis-
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Diana Garcia will read her poetry of social consciousness Sunday.

reci-tatio- n,

line-crossi- ng

poccs.org

What: Tenaya
Darlington reading
When: Wednesday,
8 p.m.
Where: TBA
who are interested in the potential
for poetry to extend beyond thecanon
of
as presented in the stained-glas- s
ftet
Peirce Hall. Both readings are
and open to the public.

Spring Gospel Choir
Friday concert brings spirit to
BY AMANDA CARPENTER

A & E Editor
Choir director Phillip Ross
'03 and his gang of faithful
partners will present their second annual Spring Gospel
Choir Concert Friday at 7 p.m..
The 30 members are pumped to
deliver another inspiring round
of music that will lift the spirit
and fill the seats of Rosse Hall.

rv-- ;

J'--

closer to a 'performance' than a
will be surprised by
Darlington's constant unflinching
critique of institutions such as marriage and traditional concepts of
femininity, as well as her awareness
of the ironic and limiting nature of
traditional critiques of such ideas.
The result is a bawdy,
collection of poems that not only
question traditional roles in society,
but also the questioner.
Darlington can be expected to
be both amusing and profound in the
same motion. Her reading and that
of Garcia are not to be missed for any

alike

The songs are in step with
the mainstream gospel music
that is currently around and
many of the pieces are by such
popular names as Kurt Carr ,
Kirk Franklin, John P. Kee and
Donnie McClurkin.
"We have a lot more uptempo ones. ..they really move

the spirit," added Milina
Murphy '0, who is performing
a solo in The Lord Strong and
Mighty. The other soloists are
Liz Raji '04 for That's What I
Believe, Rhoda Raji '02 and

Rosse

Ted Samue! '05 for Psalm 21.
and Monique Mathis '04 and
Ross for Strength.
"I'm nervous. This is a inexperience for me. But kno
that if I have faith in the Lord.
I can do it," said Murphy of her
soloist position. "We are also
doing something new and different though. We're going to
a spiritual this time."
"We're doing I've B
said
'Buked by Hall Johnson,"
Ross, "Hopefully the spiritual
will keep because that's reall;
,!
where gospel music got
mearoots." This song is a very
ningful one for Ross because
Johnson taught Ross's godfol"';
about music, who in turn inspire
Ross to sine.
Ross has high hopes forj
performance.
"We don't want anyone Kj
their scats. We want ever)'j
jumping and shouting andha
ing fun."
1
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At Kenton

Around Ohio

To The Vern and Beyond. . .

loo

and Butterflies: March 3 to April 6

Blooms

Contact the Franklin Park Conservatory in Columbus

Reel

Entertainment
In

ON MIDDLE PATH

Friday 5th

Sunday

Worship: Shabbat Service
Harcourt Parish House
6:30-7:-

p.m.

30

CoNCERT:Gospel Choir

9:30-10:-

p.m

30

WpRSHIP-.Unite-

Film: Series 7

Shuttle

1 1

. ,

SPORTS:Men's Lacrosse v
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EVEN
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Ice Ace
Director Chris

Four Mrarr Ice Age crteiers bgark

'
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TO RETURN
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A

Wedge

Starring Denis

HUMAN

McBride Field

Raz Romano

HIS FTKtLS.
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a.m. -- 12 p.m.

Jane

Krakowski

p.m.

When

a

strain of
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to wipe out

and vampires
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10 a.m. 7 p.m.

blood
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thirsty "Reapers" threat
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Kris Kristofferson

( SNIPES )
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BLADE

UBERS LAYER

01in Auditorium

II

Blade

4--

Film: Shoah

Worship: Catholic
Community Mass

and Ron Perlman

THEM.

Jj

--

Sports:

Church of the Holy Spirit

Cup

Golf-Keny-on

Apple Valley Golf Course

p.m.
Pt77a Am Movie Night:
30

10 a.m. -- 5 p.m.

Rural Fixmions

BFEC Children's Series:

Gund Commons Lounge

Signs

- 10 p.m.
Concert: John Chiavarolu
Senior Bass Recital
7-

2--

3

GRflUEDIGGflS

p.m.

IIeil

Concert: Jessica Huff
Senior

- 9 p.m.

Voice

.nEm

Goo Goo Dolls

and Sounds of Spring

Brown Family Environ. Center

Brandi Recital Hall

VounG

releases for Tuesday

Gutter Flower

fllGHTrnflRE in

f) fllinoR

Are you PflssionflTt?

Recital

Brandi Recital Hall
.
2:30-3:-

Higley Auditorium

p.m.

30

Parish House Luncheon Caff

Poetry: Diana Garcia

p.m.

Corn Chowder

Peirce Lounge
7:30-8:-

p.m.

30

Herbed Onion Quiche
Green Salad

Ginger Snap Ice Cream Pie with

Pineapple Sauce
Cafe Chocolat
$5.00,

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
201 W. Brooklyn St.

DIRECT

,

Leaky

n

Undercroft room, Church of the
Holy Spirit
5 p.m.

Ohio Wesleyan

8-- 10

Morgan Freeman and
James Caviezel

MINT

WoRSHmGambier Quaker
Meeting

10 a.m. 5 p.m.

Film: Session 9

fifflKRPC ASHLEY JlXD,

ON

First Presbyterian Church

--

8-

WAS

Dimjjwr Carl Franklin

to

HO SMALL TASK

a.m.

30
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Apple Valley Golf Course

5:30-6:-

HE

--
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10:30-11:-

10 a.m. -- 6 p.m.

.

KH0W

Church of the Hojy Spirit

SpoRTS:GolfKenyon Cup
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COEIDEKING THAT SHE

Holy Eucharist

Bookstore

1-
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WAR

WoRSHIP:Harcourt Parish

Saturday 6th
Meet
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Methodist

d
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30

SUCCESFUL
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A

Mount Vernon

Rosse Hall
7:30-8:-

7th

Worship: First
Congregational United
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Lords Golf finishes 11th at Muskingum Invitational
In first match of the year, Lords compete in strong field; freshmen Bristol and Sessions excel
BY DAN BIENSTOCK

Staff Reporter

The Kenyon Golf team
opened their season in strong
fashion last weekend. The
Lords came in 11th out of 12
teams at the Muskingum Spring
Invitational at Eaglesticks Golf
Club. Even though they came
in 11th, the team felt that this
was a very successful tournament for them. According to
Coach Robert O'Hara, "It was
a very strong field, with four
of the 12 teams competing in
the NCAA division III nationals last year. I was very
pleased with our team total of
661." The 661 score was the
lowest score that the Lords
have shot at this tournament

for the past two years.
While the team came in
11th, there were many impressive individual performances.
The Lords were lead by a trio
of freshmen. Jon Sessions led
the way by shooting a two-da- y
total of 159, while Greg Bristol
and Dan Lichtenstein shot a
161 and 168 respectively.
Coach O'Hara believes
that these results will "motivate us to work harder and be
better prepared for our upcoming tournaments."
Sessions was also very ex-

cited about the team's
performance, saying, "This
past weekend our team had a
very strong showing considering the lack of practice time
available to us due to the

weather. The teams we were
competing against were not only
some of the best D3 teams in
the Midwest, but many of them
were ranked nationally, so the
competition was very strong."
The team this season is
filled with young players, led
by captain Jeb Breece '04. This
year's team has ten players with
only one junior, Cheyne Blair,
and one senior, Rob Gresinger.
The rest of the team is made up
of freshmen and sophomores,
including Charlie Denby '04,
Jon Echlin '05, Andy Heroy '04
and Mike Stulberg '05.
Even with a young team,
Coach O'Hara expects strong
results from this year's squad.
In only his second year with the
team he has brought about many

positive changes, which have
led to an improvement of the
program at Kenyon. According to Sessions, "Coach
O'Hara is someone who loves
to coach. He combines his
love of the game and his desire to be successful to the
course every time we. go out.
While he takes his work very
seriously and is always striv-in- g
to achieve, players

always feel comfortable
around him."
This weekend the Lords
have their next challenge as
they host their own tournament, the Kenyon Cup. Many
of the teams from the NCAC
will take part in the tournament, so it will give the Lords
a chance to see how they

stack up against the rest of
the competition this season.
Coach O'Hara said that
this week's tournament "will
give us a chance to build on
the success of the previous
week since we will be on a
very familiar golf course. I
expect our team to make
steady improvement over the
course of this season and
hopefully play well in the
NCAC League Championships that we will host at
Apple Valley on May 3 and

4."
The Kenyon Golf

looking forward

team is

to

this

weekend's tournament

as

promises to be one more
in

their consistent

it

step

improve-

ment.

Hill:
BY

MATTHEW CASS
Staff Reporter

Senior Greg Tate might be
the second leading scorer on
Kenyon's 4-- 1 veteran lacrosse
team, but you will probably not
hear about that from him. Even
after interviewing the 6'4"
attackman about his newly found
scoring form this season, the guy
still has hardly said anything about
himself.
Tate only briefly divulges in
personal issues before quickly shying back to anonymity behind his
contagious smile. Obviously, he
does not like to talk about himself.
He'd rather talk about his team, or
disguise his response behind his
interaction with and opinions of
his fellow seniors.
But that's the problem. Opposing defenders this year have
sadly realized that their game plan
failed to include the lofty Durham,
NC native Tate. After having
amassed 21 points in his first five
games, Tate has already matched
his totals from the entire 2001 season, and is two points off of his
2000 point total of 23. This is all
still with nine full regular season
games left to go this season.
The response? Opponents
have been shocked. His teammates have been a bit surprised
too. Yet how does Kenyon's newfound scoring talent take to his
recent run, which has seen him
score five goal's in two of his first
five opportunities? He's all smiles.

TKC: What

is

the

differ-

ence for you this year? Has It
been playing time, your hard
work or just plain good luck?
Care to comment on your newfound form?
GT: I tried to work really hard.
I worked with a guy who went to" a
Division I school over the summer
and he helped me out a lot. Also
I've got a lot more confidence this
year, which really helps ... 1 was
really down on myself last year so
this year I've just been trying go
out and have a lot of fun just in

general. We've got a great group of
guys this year so it's just been a lot
more fun for everyone this season,
and I'm playing better which
works.
TKC: Aside from being a senior, what are the main factors
that you think have contributed
toyourgrowth as a lacrosse player
over your Kenyon career?
GT: Of course you gotta look at
the O WU game my sophomore year,
where we won. That was just amazing to be a part of, and we went on to
go to the NCAA championships,
which was a first in school history,
so that was really cool. But it's just,
I guess, a natural progression, to go
through four years with the same
group of guys. The senior class we
have this year is an amazing group,
and every guy is a big contributor,
so that really helps everyone.
TKC: Head Coach Bill Heiser
has noted on several occasions
that you are one of the players
whose hard work throughout the
n
will pay off this season.
What part or parts of your game,
in your opinion, doyouthinkhave
benefitted the most due to your
efforts?
GT: (Laughing.) Yeah, definitely my lifting ... Um, no, it's
definitely just practicing, trying to
situations and mostly
get game-lik- e
what I tried to work on was my
finishing, which, so far, seems to be
paying off a lot. I get the easy job
though, really. Most of the goals
I've gotten are basically just
within the crease; everyone
else is doing the hard work. I just
basically stand near thecrease, catch
it and shoot. So while it's an important part of the game, I definitely
have it easier than most, in some
aspects.
TKC:In terms of the guys
this year on the team, aside from
your two
who would
you say is the one guy who you
personally count on to pick your
own game up when you're struggling?
GT: I'd definitely have to say
senior Charlie Rich. He's without
off-seaso-

off-seas- on

one-on-on-

line-mate- s,

es

a doubt the hardest worker on our
team. He's the work horse of the
midfield, as well as the rest of team,

and he produces too, so you always
know he's going to come through
with a clutch play, or a goal or an
assist. On defense, I'd say it's senior Blaire Modic. He's always
the guy who gets the top attackman
on the other team, and always does a
great job with whoever it is picking up ground balls, whatever it is.
It's important things like that, that
allows the offense to do what we do.
TKC: This Saturday is obviously an important game against
Ohio Wsleyan. It's at home, and
the last time they visited Kenyon
at home you guys came out victorious, which eventually enabled
the team to win the conference in

4

9

'

P

2000. What are your thoughts
regarding that upcoming chal-

V?ll

(

lenge?
GT: I'm really excited. Most of
the team went to watch them play

Denison this past weekend. I think
it's the myth of OWU.
We often, when we played them,
were intimidated. We used to come
out a little scared, and I think that's
gone now. The way we played
against Franklinand Marshall, where
we hung with them the entire game
we were actually winning and if
just a couple small things go
differently ... we win that game. I
"think that we proved to ourselves
that we can play with those kinds of
teams, especially like an OWU or
Denison. But I think it's going to be
a really good game.
TKC: Aside from your normal practice routineer
e
you could say

pre-gam-

routine, what are the kinds of
things you like to do, personally,
to get yourself ready or fired up
for a game?
GT: I really don't do anything.
I'm not a superstitious kind of guy.
The only thing, really, is that I have
a certain spot that I like to go to
during warm-upbut that's about it.
I just try to get mentally prepared for
whatever I have to do. When you
look around the locker room and see
. everyone really focused, that's al- s,

Annie Mint

Senior attackman Greg Tate is enjoying his best season as a Lord

ways a good sign. I just try and go
out and look crisp in line drills and
warm-up- s
and just get prepared.
I'm really not very superstitious. I
just try to get mentally focused for
the game, try and envision what.I
want do to the night before, and
just bring it to the field the next
day.
TKC: It is said that you are
one of guys on the team who
seems to get everyone loosened
up all the time, w hether in joking or whatnot Who or what do
you think is the one thing that
helps get the team on the right

track?
GT: I think it's the fact that
everyone is good friends on the
team. I mean, everyone jokes
around with each other and we
take games seriously, but we also
have a really good time as a team,
just because we have a great group
of individuals. Keeping it fun is
one of the most important things.
If you're having fun with it, then
most likely you're doing well.
I've come to find that if you
overthink things too much, then a
lot of times that can get in the way.

You can kind of psych yourself out
when you do that. I just try to stay
loose and go out there and have
fun. I wound up getting frustrated
a lot last year and that didn't really
help anything, so I try and just
think about what's going to happen next. There's always going to
be a chance to redeem yourself, a
chance to get it next time, and
that's more important than staying
down on yourself.
TKC: Your thoughts on the

future?
GT: The most important thing
in the future is for everyone to be
on the same page. In the games
where I think we've played our
best, it's been when our scoring
has been the most evenly spread
out, where everyone is contribu-

well and everyone is posing a
threat. That's when we play the
best when we are truly playing
as a team, all across the board.
What's most important is that we
play as a team, not as individuals-Playinas a team and keeping''
eryone involved I think if we can
get that done, we'll have a very
good year.
.
ting

g
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Ladies Track off and mnning Lords Track
places 11th at first
Chamberlin also ran the event
and placed a respectable tenth
place with a time of 13:53.60.
Turning some heads in an
event that she does not usually
runwasTenayaBritton '04. The
1,500 meter race is not her usual
event, but she still managed to
post the eleventh highest time
out of 45 runners with a time of
5:09.16. Two of her teammates
from cross country season ran
the event as well and had strong
placings and posted good times.
Laura Koss '04 finished 16th
withatimeof5:14.80and Katie
Tully '04 finished 30th with a
time of 5:29.24. Anna Bloom
'04, coming off of a strong indoor season, also ran a good
race, finishing, 24th with a time
of 5:23.67.
Adding to the strong sophomore presence of the day was
Marissa Boyan, who impressed
many with her performance in
the 800 meter race, finishing
28th with a timeof 2:43.47. First
year Lindsay Warner came in
right behind her with a time of
2:45.50.
Kenyon's runners also dis

BY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Reporter

The

Women's OutdoorTrack

Field team opened its season
last Saturday at the Wooster Invitational. Kenyon's young team
more than held its own, finishing
eleventh out of fourteen teams,
and, as captain Sara Vy rostek '02
said, "made a pretty decent transition from indoor to outdoor
track."
Senior captain Ansley Scott
led the way with a great performance in the event that she has
made her own during her time on
Ihe team, the high jump. She finished in a tie for fourth place with
Emily
ajump of 5'1". First-yeRoth also turned in a solid performance in the event, finishing
seventeenth with ajump of 4'7".
The star of the day by far had
Katherine
to be senior captain
Kapo. In the new event, the 3,000
meter steeplechase, she ran a time
of 12:12.62, which was almost
good enough to earn a provisional
bid to the NCAA national tournament and earned her second place
in the event.
Senior Becky
and

ar

,

played some potential for the future in the short distance events,
especially the pair of sophomore
Maeve Corish and first year
Christy Jillson. Both ran the 200
meter and the 400 meter race,
and they finished
k
in both races. Vyrostek and Kapo
were especially impressed with
Corish, whom Vyrostek said was
"dropping time like a maniac."
For the most part the team
seemed satisfied with their performance on Saturday. Kapo said
of the meet, "We had some really
good performances, and we had
some mediocre ones, but overall,
as a first meet of the spring series,
it was a great place to start." While
the team does certainly lack depth
several events, including the weight
events, went unfilled at the Wooster
Invitational and will hurt the team
in the scoring system in future
meets they have a bright future
ahead of them.
Meg Biddle '03 said that the
team "has a lot of potential" and
that "she doesn't think it's shown
yet." She added, "A lot of people
could just break out and have incredible seasons."
back-to-bac-

MLB season off to swinging start
the World Series, Luis Gonzalez
lived every youngball players' fantasy by driving in the winning run to
win his team the championship. He
did it against perhaps the best relief
pitcher of this generation and the
hisn
greatest pitcher in
tory, Marino Rivera.
Fast forward to opening day
2002, and these two teams are again
among the prime contenders for the
Fall Classic. If it is possible to improve a team that has won four of the
last six titles, the Yankees have done
that. Though one of the oldest teams
in the league has aged a year and lost
some of the veteran leadership that

BYJAYHELMER
Sports Editor

spring, the sun begins to
flowers begin to bloom,
and thoughts rum to baseball. The
133rd season of Major League
Baseball commenced Sunday.
The ritual chatter of sports
media writers and diehard fans has
begun as it usually does, but this
year there are a couple of issues
external to the baseball being
played on the field that are damp
ening the spirits of those who fol low
In the

shine, the

post-seaso-

the sport.

The first issue is obvious-M- t
is the same issue that has offered a
reality check for the rest of the
nation. It has been more than six
months since the September 11
attacks, and although the black
armbands and tributes are no longer
present at the games, scars on the
sport still remain. Both attendance
at games and the ratings of televised

games fell following the

attacks.

The second issue is the
inpending labor issue. Major
League Baseball has been operating without a labor contract since
November' 7, and although the
owners have pledged that they will
not initiate a work stoppage this
season, the players may still walk
out before the season ends. This is
an era where the games truly are a
gift, so while we have them, let's
enjoy them. So on that note, "Play

--

,

defined it, they added two more quality starting pitchers to augment their
rotation, and then of course there is
Jason Giambi.
Giambi, the former American
League MVP, signed with the team
that eliminated his Oakland Athletics
each off the past two seasons. In
getting Giambi, the Yankees got the
power hitter in the middle of their
lineup to strike fear in'the hearts of
opposing pitchers. If the Yankees
play to their potential, look for them to
be back in World Series this year,

perhapsholdingthetrophyattheend.
As for the Diamondbacks

one

mustwonderwhether last season was
a fluke or something that Arizona can
duplicate. Perhaps ESPN columnist
Jayson Stark expressed it best when
he wrote, "Any team with Randy
Johnson and Curt Schilling has a

Ball."

chancetorepeat'WhileJohnsonand
Schilling are undeniably two of the

When we last left the boys of
summer, it was definitely the best
day in the four-yehistory of the
Arizona Diamondbacks and the
darkest day in recent history of the
New York Yankees. In the bottom
of the ninth in the seventh game of

best pitchers in the game, they can
only play two days out of five. On
those days that they pitch Arizona
may well be the most dominating
teaminbaseball.Theotherthreedays,
however, especially with an aging
offense, they are not a championship

ar

caliber team. Look for Arizona to
return to the postseason but fall short
of the World Series.
One of the other intriguing stories this season is the Yankees'
crosstown rivals, the New York Mets,
who added former allstars Roberto
Alomar and Mo Vaughn to a lineup
that already includes future Hall of
Fame catcher Mike Piazza. While
they will undoubtedly beableto score
runs enough, they may not have the
pitching to carry them into the
playoffs. Perhaps they could win the
National League pennant, but they
will not likely capture their third

Word Series.
Let's not forget the Seattle
Mariners, who last season tied
the Major League record with 1 16
wins. At this point a year ago, no
one thought that the Mariners
would be at that level, and though
it is clear that Ichiro is a legitimate superstar and Freddy Garcia
is ace material, it is doubtful that
they can repeat their success. Look
for the Mariners to fall to the
Yankees again this year.
One of the other burning
questions on the minds of baseball fans is, can Barry Bonds or
anybody else hit 74 home runs? It
took 37 years for Roger Mans
single season mark to fall, and
McGwire mark was obliterated
in just three. It takes a special
season for a record to be broken
and it is unlikely that lightning
will strike twice in consecutive
years, but Bonds already has two,
just three days into the season, so
vou never know.
if
Ruckle vour seatbelts
indi
any
are
seasons
few
oast
the
cation, we're in for quite a wild
ride. So, sports fans, sit back,
relax and enjoy the show.

Outdoor meet
Lords run well at Wooster Invitational
BY ERIN BILLIE COOPER
StafF Reporter

Saturday, the Men's Track
and Field team headed to
Wooster for the Smokestack Invitational. Placing 11th out of
15 teams, the Lords are getting
reacquainted with the outdoor
track.
Sophomore sprinter Marc
"Chubbs" Marie said, "It was
nice to get the first outdoor meet
outoftheway. I think a lot of us
needed to get reacquainted with
the dynamics of the outdoor
races. As the weeks go by our

times should start dropping."
Marie placed 16th in the 200
meter and 21st in the 100 meter
with times of 23.96 and 11.68
respectively.
Freshman Ife Eleyinafe
placed 33rd in 12.32. In the
400 meter, junior Tyler Morell
placed 20th with a time of 57.17.
"Almost anything was going to be somewhat of a letdown
after the conference meet," said
senior captain Cary Snyder. In
the 800 meter, Snyder placed
eighth with a time of 2:00.57.
Sophomore PJ Bumsted placed
15th in 2:02.20. Bumsted remains unsatisfied with his times
in the 800: "It's a good start. I'll
just have to break two next weekend."
Snyder continued to dominate the 1,500 meter, even in
outdoor. Placing third with a
time of 4:03.02, Snyder is a
leader of his team. Sophomore
Aaron Emig placed 17th in the
event, running 4:19.72.
But it was the 3,000 steeplechase that gave the Lords a little

hope. "The highlight of the
Smokestack Invite was undoubtedly Michael Baird's school

'IIov

record and nationally a provisionally qualifying time in the
steeplechase. With his limited
practice over the barriers, he
appears to be a threat for
honors in that event,"
said Snyder. Junior Baird placed
second in the event with a time
of 9:21.99, which was both a
school and stadium record, as
well as a NCAA Division III
provisional qualifying time.
Ail-Americ-

Senior

captain

Rob

Passmore placed 16th in the
5,000 meter with a time of
16:53.24. The 1,600 meter-rela- y
team placed tenth, running
3:40.09.
In his first collegiate meet,

sophomore newcomer Joe
Craig gave an "encouraging"
performance in the shotput.
Said Marie, "He is giving us
instant credibility in events
that we usually don't have a
chance in." Placing 24th,

Craig threw

(11.35

37-- 3

meters).
The Lords did some things
well, and others not so well.
However, the outdoor season
has just begun, and there is
great opportunity for improvement in the Lords' arsenal.
Said Snyder after Saturday's
meet, "We all realize that this
was not the kind of meet to
feel satisfied with and we are
only looking for better things
to come in the next couple of
weeks before the
Championships. The weather
in Ohio for outdoor track is
always somewhat of a mystery, and we have to realize
that we need to just compete
and not necessarily worry
about times or distances in
every meet that we compete
in.".
All-Oh-

do I get all of this stuff

io

home?1

May is coming soon
which means it's time to
pack up the room and
take your earthly
belongings home. But
how is it all going to fit in
the car?

'--

s

Let Pak Mail ease your
burden... we'll pack it,

box it, seal it, tape it, ship
it, and get it there on time
and in one piece.
And we'll save
you all the hassle!
1

558 Coshocton Ave.

Mt. Vernon, OH 43050

Phone:
Fax:

740-392-62-

740-392-76-

44

45

an

C6NTE BS OF AMERICA.

We Ship Anything Anywhere
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Ladies Lax gets first loss of season vs. SUNYBrockpoit
BY TAMAR CHALKER

Staff Reporter

After one of the best starts in
Kenyon College Women's La-

crosse history, the Ladies
dropped their first game this season to the SUNY Brockport
Golden Eagles in an 18-- 8 loss
last Friday. This brings their
overall record to 1 as they head
into NCAC play today.
As they have done all season
3--
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two goals of their own, closing
Kenyon's lead to one. The Ladies were resilient and were able
to add one more tally to their
score, in an attempt to pull fur-

the Ladies were able to jump out
to a quick lead at the start of
Friday's game. In the first two
minutes of play the Ladies were
able to gain the advantage off of
goals by junior Natalie Philpot
and sophomores Tai Chiappa and
Annie Huntoon.
However, the Golden Eagles
would not be easily beaten. A
few minutes later Brockport finally broke through the Kenyon
defense and was able to put in
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during the game and picked up
an assist. She leads the Ladies in
assists so far this season with
six. She also leads the Ladies in
points per game, averaging 2.75.
Sarah Woelkers leads the Ladies
with goals so far, having scored
nine times in the four games.
Junior Erin Maturo and Woelkers
also added goals for the Ladies,
but in the end it was not enough

'

h

$
&

was responsible for most of
Brockport's goals, ending with
four goals and two assists.
Brockport also had two other
players with three goals apiece.
Philpot scored once more

if

i

J

the Golden Eagles once again
had an answer to Kenyon's
threat-The- y
scored anotherseven
unanswered goals before Kenyon
was able to put a couple more in.
The Golden Eagles' Thea Merkle

I
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ther away from the Golden
Eagles. Unfortunately, SUNY
Brockport had their own plan
and went on a scoring spree, taking a 4 lead at the half, ending
with seven unanswered goals.
Despite being down by five
the Ladies used their halftime to
regain their composure and try
to pick themselves up. It looked
like things were off to a good
start when senior Elizabeth Jordan was able to score at the
beginningofthesecond half. But

'
Betsy Welch

Seniors Jessie Fertig and Elizabeth Jordan run through a drill.

t.

Betsy
Kate-Robi-

Tekk

Shuart '04 warms up before a game.

n

to defeat the Golden Eagles.
In goal Ruth Crowell was
able to block nine shots and first
year Maggie Rosen saw her first
time in the net this season, end-

haveoutshottheiropponentslZO- 73. However, in this game the
Ladies were outshot 24-1The Kenyon Women's Lacrosse team looked to rebound

ing the second half for the

today when they took on the
Ohio Wesleyan University
Bishops at OWU. This is their
first conference game of the sea- son.

Ladies.
So far this season the La- dies have held the edge on shots
on theiropponents. Overall they

9.

Ladies Tennis loses to Trinity, sweeps Mary Washington
BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH

Staff Reporter

Friday, the Kenyon Ladies
Tennis team fell to second-ranke- d
Trinity University 1 , but were able
to regroup the next day and overwhelm Mary Washington
"This puts us in great shape for
Nationals," said Coach Thielke.
"Our decisive win over Mary Washington all but guarantees we will
make it."
Trinity University started the
day firing and quickly took all three
doubles matches to give themselves
a commanding 0 lead going into.
the singles. The opponent continued their dominance in singles,
8--

9-- 0.

3--

winning five out of the six matches.
Senior Lisa Beauchamp was the
only Lady to come out with a victory, edging her opponent at third
singles
At fourth and fifth singles, both
Katy Tucker '03 and Megan Lyons
'03 were able to take the first set, but
were unable to win the match.
while Lyons
Tuckerfell
Sophowas downed
more Claire Larson fought hard,
pushing her opponent to a first set
tiebreaker before falling in two sets
At the top two spots,
seniors Brooke Roeper and Elly
Sherman found themselves overmatched as both lost in two sets.
The next day the Ladies showed
6-- 4.

6-- 4,

6-7,6-

6-- 2,

-4,

6-- 4,

3-- 6,

7-- 6,

6-- 2.

6-- 2.

,

their resolve and rebounded with a
stunning 0 upset over 20th ranked
Mary Washington. Coach Thielke
adjusted the doubles lineup, breaking up the usual number two team
by teaming Beauchamp with first
year Caitlin Looney at third doubles
and moving Lyons to second doubles
with Sherman. The change seemed
to work, as the Ladies came out and
swept the doubles, with Beauchamp
and Looney fighting for a tough 8
11-- 9
victory at third doubles. Both
Roeper and Tucker at first doubles
and Lyons and Sherman at second
won impressively, 3 and 0 respectively.
In singles, the Ladies really
turned around their fortunes, win
9--

9--

8--

8--

ning four out of the six matches in
three sets. Beauchamp commented,
"We had a lot of close matches
against Trinity and Mary Washington, but we played better the
second day and were able to clinch
the three set matches."
At second singles, Sherman
was able to coast in the third set
after dropping a close second set,
At third
winning
singles, Beauchamp came back after dropping the first set to win in
a third set super tiebreak
The super tiebreak is
played first player to ten and was
used instead of third set because
the match had already been decided.
6-- 2,

4-- 6,

6-- 1.

4-- 6,

6-3,(10-

-4).

At fourth singles, Tucker took
control of her match early and never
looked back, cruising to a
victory. Lyons had trouble initially,
dropping the first set in a tiebreaker,
but soon found her form and won
the second and third sets
Larson was also able to rebound
after dropping the first set and won
her match
Coach Thielke attributed the
between Friday and
difference
vast
Saturday to the talent of Trinity.
"Trinity has some great players,
particularly their one and two girls."
The Ladies are back in action
next weekend at the GLCA tournament, which will be held here at
Kenyon Friday and Saturday.
6-- 2,

6-- 1,

4-- 6,

6-- 2,

6-- 0

6-- 1.

6-- 0.

Ladies Rugby look strong, and are ready to begin season
BY ALEX MERRILL

Staff Reporter
Kenyon Women's Rugby looks
to commemorate years of play from
its seniors at Bowling Green this

Saturday. Senior captains Mandy
Ashley, Sarah Belanger, Lauren
Hansen and Amy Peterson have all
been on the team for three or more
years and feel excited yet sad that
this is their last opportunity to play
rugby.
Little is known of this year's
Bowling Green squad. Kenyon
hasn't played the Bowling Green
team during the seniors' tenure at

Kenyon. Rugby programs fluctuate
dramatically from year to year so it
is hard to know exactly what to
expect from the brown and orange
on Saturday.
As for the Kenyon Ladies, they
are diligent, and according to
Belanger, they have been
practicing faithfully since before
spring break. Belanger and fellow
senior forward Ashley have been
working the forwards ferociously in
preparation forthisweckend'sgamc.
The forwards are players responsible for retaining possession
of the ball in rugby through their
"rucking"
work in "scrum-downsco-capta-

,"

in

and "mauling." These three fondly
used terms in rugby refer to the parts
of the game similar to work done by
offensive and defensive lines in football, otherwise known as the game
"in the trenches."
Kenyon appears solid upfront,
but Belanger pointsout that the team
"hasn't played in a long time. It's
hard to know what to expect." The
team hasn't played a match since
last fall, and even then, the fall was
a short season for the Kenyon Ladies, who only played three matches.
the
As for Kenyon's back-liny
portion of the team,
the key is strength in numbers.
e,

glory-hungr-

at
Kenyon boasts several back-up- s
nearly every position, which according to historians on the team is
pleasantly anomalous. "The back-lin- e
looks solid," summarized fly
half Hansen.
The only setback so far for the
Ladies has been the scheduling.
Kenyon scheduler junior Sarah
Givens has been working arduously to land home matches for
the Kenyon squad. Last weekend
Oberlin cancelled a match at the
last minute because the school was

onspringbreak. Asimilarsetback
occurred earlier in the season with
against Ohio
a potential match-u- p

Wesleyan. Last fall, similar issues
with scheduling arose, forcing the
question, "Are they afraid to play
us?"
The Ladies' record, including
Although
the fall, checks in at
the numbers are there, the women
ruggers are itching to be
this season. "We're very
of
excited to play, and we have a ton
Ladies
players," said Ashley. The
wil finally get their chance to show
Ohio what they 're madeof in Bowling Green Saturday. .Supportersof
the team this weekend are guaranwit'1
teed a good show by a program
abuna shortage of games and an
2--

1.
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Lords Rugby drops two againstFindlay and Denison
match against Wittenberg.
The team played hard, struggling in the first half, but they
were outplayed by the Findlay
team and went into the second
half down three tries to none with
a score of 17-- 0 in Findlay 's favor.
"The wind played a big factor in the first half," said freshman
Jason Hyde, "and we had two
goal line stands."
In the second half, Kenyon
came down the opposite side of
the field, and the Findlay and
Kenyon scrums looked even.
"Curt Foxx had a strong
game," said Hyde. Foxx, a senior
and a football player on the
Kenyon squad, acted as a powerhouse on the rugby field.
Waterman and senior Kris Cheney

SHARON SORKIN
Staff Reporter

BY

Kenyon Lords Rugby, play-jn- g
Findlay College on March 23
and Denison on March 30, lost
de
1,0th games in disappointing
the
scoreof
final
Findlay
feats. The

while they lost

was 22-1Denison.
4,

match
;3-0- to

The Findlay game on the
home field saw a few ad
justments to the typical starting
Lords'

Senior Justin waterman
position of flyhalf to
splace senior captain Alex Merrill,
ho had comps scheduled. Junior
Dave Rowland played hooker, a
spot previously held by freshman
Alon Avdi, who had a dislocated
shoulder as a result of their earlier

lineup.

on the

look

Softball splits
BY

JAMES ROSENBLUM

Entering last Wednesday's

with the Ohio
College Panters, the
Kenyon Ladies Softball team
as hungering for any kind of
j win as they battled through a
difficult
road stretch.
Having gotten off to a blaz
start in Florida, the
ing
Ladies dropped a pairof games
both Mt. Nazarene College
nd Capital
University, and

joubleheader
Dominican

7-1-

me

-1

io

. Now, they
sitting at
an NA1A opponent look
to add to two more losses to

were

7-5-

-1

faced
ing

right-field-

er

4-- 2.

1--

1--

The University of Roches- Men's Tennis team arrived
mGambier fresh off wins over

College of Wooster and
University and ranked
3rd in the
nation. Thev re- tamed to New York humbled
losers to the new 23rd-;anke- d
team. Kenvon Colleee.
'ith the win, the Lords im
proved their record to
Said the team captain,
Hughes, "Saturday's
''ictory over Rochester was an
i31portant one in that we domi
ciled throughout every position.
wnie court advantage Droved
0
ic

Denison
--

1

5-- 2.

jun-"Keen-

an

definite fartnr Thev
outside, and we
of executing in
jindy conditions. I was also
f pressed by the play of our
Crimen in their exDerience
f front of a home crowd."
Mike Herrick
d, saying, "I think that
Mm
unity, homecourt advan- and great crowd support
'Wributed to our defeat of
be a

yet to play
;rved capable
a

ar

!e

Chester."
Coach Scott Thielke noted,
J1eof the mainr far.fnrs in our

this weekend

was our

red

playing in were not ideal. The field
was a "swamp," said Ghesquiere,
finding it "amazing that a school
with that much money couldn't
have a better field."

Retrospectively, said
Ghesquiere, "The team needs better coaching." He noted that it is
his resposibility and
Alex Merrill's job to better prepare
the team for tough games.
But Ghesquiere sees "improvement after the Denison match.
We're a good team." He added,
"But we need to work on technical
skill, change the drilling in practice, and after the loss the team is
now ready to make acommitment."
With that said the team has a bye
weekend coming up and will play
Marion April 13.
co-capta-

in

with Ohio Dominican

3

0

4--

1.

3

2-- 1,

Game two saw a bit of
different finish, as the Ladies fell behind the Panthers
early. ODC jumped on pitcher
Sam Foy '03 and put five runs
the
on the board.
the Panthers
Ladies 12-thus ending any
rolled
thoughts of a sweep down in
Columbus.
However, all was for not in te
nightcap, as the Ladies could
not keep it together and fell to
the Lathe Panthers
at
recordstands
season
dies'
and still ranks among
one of the better starts in
school history. First baseman
a

Out-hittin-

Kris Raimey '02 said, "Thisa
was the first time that we had
beaten Ohio Dominican ever.

Nonetheless, the Ladies
showed that they can compete
and beat some of the best of
the NAIA, which will make
them stronger as conference
play heats up. However, the
Ladies' schedule gets no easier
as the road trip takes them
through the weekend, including a matchup with Muskingum
yesterday-rankefirst in the
country. Then, the Ladies head
home to battle archrival
Denison. Game time is slated
for 1 p.m. Saturday.

g

6,

9-- 2,

9-2.T-

8-6-

d

hus,

-1

downs U. of Rochester

against nationally ranked

Kr

'n

second row, made a fantastic last
effort in a great run toward the
goal line. But it was soon followed by a Kenyon knock on in
the last minutes of the game.
Kenyon went scoreless for the
remainder.
When Kenyon took on
Denison on Denison's home turf,
they met with a ready and able

double-head- er

schedule. We have competed

JEREMY SUHR
Senior Staff Reporter

;

more Teddy Symes, playing

The John Marshall Law School

tennis leapfrogs to the 23rd rank in Division III

BY

"st-ye-

4.

two-ru-

Lords Tennis
Lords

17-1- 4.

the Ladies' column. However, dies' lineup notched some key
the Ladies had other ideas. Ushits and the put a huge three-sping key hits and tough pitching
up on Ohio Dominican. The
by Sarah Hernandez '05, the Ladies loaded up the bases and
Ladies were able to grind out after a run scored on a passed
win in the most hostile ball, catcher Dana Halicki '05
a
n
double to
of environments and against smacked a
score Robertson and
all the odds.
Meredith Farmer '05,
The win in the first game
came by the success of timely making the score
in the top of
That left the rest up to
hitting. Down
the third, the Ladies got the pitcher Sarah Hernandez '05,
who slammed the door shut on
equalizer as power-hittin- g
shortstop Carrie Robertson '03 the Panthers by tossing a comblasted her third homerun of plete game, giving up only seven
the year to nod the score up at hits and three runs as the Ladies
win over a
After ODC scored again celebrated a
the La
tough Ohio Dominican squad.
to take the lead
4--

Denison team, equipped with
strong and fast defensive backs.
The Kenyon team was
but the strength of the
scrum led by Rowland helped
Kenyon to stay in the game.
Unfortunately Kenyon went
scoreless throughout, and although their hard effort and
persistent drive were admirable,
it also resulted in multiple injuries to the squad. Merrill
received a concussion early on
in the game and continued to
play. Senior John Hepp had to
leave the game in the last minutes with a bloody nose, broken
in three places, and Ghesquiere
pulled a neck muscle.
Ghesquiere went on to say that
the conditions that they were
ill-prepa-

ot

Staff Reporter

ten-ga-

each scored tries in the second half,
making a large comeback against
Findlay, and senior Ludi Ghesquiere
made both kicks, bringing the score
to a close
However, later on
in the half, Ghesquiere missed a
place-kic- k
for a goal.
With little time to go in the
game Findlay scored a quick try,
making the score 22-1Sopho-

teams all season. Rochester
had not played a nationally
ranked team until this match
with us."
The Lords opened the
match with a strong showing
in the doubles competition.
Said Thielke, "Their first
doubles team was ranked tenth
nationally, so that is a big win
for first years Joe Freeman and
Mike Herrick." Freeman and
Herrick won their match by an
6
margin, as did the Lords'
second and third doubles
teams, composed of Hughes
and first year Joshua Mabra
and Jon Greenberg and junior
Scott Schoenberger. '
In the singles competition,
after Freeman suffered a
1
defeat to Colin Ryan at
first singles, the Lords swept
all the remaining matches,
winning every set along the
way. Indeed, no Rochester
player managed to win more
than four games in any set.
Freshman Brian Taubman
faced the stiffest challenge,
edging past Aaron Arfman
at fifth singles. Herrick
enjoyed the easiest match, dis0
patching Dan Wilford
8--

-

6-- 3,

6--

6-- 4,

6--

4

6-- 4,

6--

at second singles. Both
Schoenberger and Mabra defeated their opponents
at fourth and sixth singles respectively. Hughes won
at third singles.
This weekend the Lords
travel to Wooster to compete in
the Great Lakes College Association Tournament. Said Coach
Thielke, "The tournament this
weekend is very important for
Nationals. If we finish in the
top three, we can count on going to Nationals this year."
There are three nationally
6-- 3,

6-- 2,

6-- 4,

6--

In the Heart
of

4

tourranked teams in the
nament Kalamazoo, ranked ninth;
DePauw, ranked 12th; and Kenyon.
Said Herrick, "This weekend at the
GLCAs is a great opportunity for
the Lords to break through and
beat some top ranked teams.
We're a young team with great
upperclass leadership and a lot of

Chicago

if;;.

w

?.

cv.

ten-tea- m

potential."
Hughes agreed, saying, "The
GLCA tournament is the biggest
weekend of the season for us.
With wins over Kalamazoo and
DePauw we can propel ourselves
into the top ten or so teams in the
nation and secure an NCAA bid.
I feel like the team is ready to
prove to ourselves that we are as
deep as any team in Division III."

history
Day and evening options
J.D., LL.M. and joint
Rich

m

m

102-ye-

ar

J.D.LL.M. degrees
Excellent downtown location

Nationally recognized intellectual property
and trial advocacy programs
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Outdoorsy Ohioans look out for outstanding camp-out- s
As the weather warms up, opportunities abound lor outdoor tun as unioans taKe to me scenic landscape
BY LUKE
Editor-in-Chi-

be known as a bustling urban
center, but that just makes its rural getaways all the more untouched and all the more beautiful.
For me, the most beautiful
place in Ohio, and my favorite
place to pitch a tent, is
Pymatuning Lake State Park on

WITMAN

ef

Every day as the mercury in
the thermometer continues to rise
and the sun stays in the sky for a
few minutes longer, I become
more and more conscious of the
rumbling in the trunk of my car
each time I make a sharp turn.
Since school bSgan around Labor
Day, the trunk has been the winter home to my outdoor gear, just
waiting for springtime weather
and the beginning of another
camping season. April is Ohio

the Northeastern Ohio border
with Pennsylvania. This gorgeous lake is accentuated by the
sleepy Ohio bait shop town of
Andover, a town that seems to

Camping Month, and if the
weather continues to be as nice
as it" has been for the past few
days, it may be time to open my
trunk, take out my tent, and
snuggle up in my sleeping bag for
d
night under the
a
stars.
Since I came to Kenyon three
long-awaite-

years ago,

I

have anxiously

awaited the end of finals week
and the time when I could pack
up my car and head up to New
Hampshire where I spend my
summers working at summer
camp and hiking in the White
Mountains. But growing up in
Ohio, I spent the majority of my
summers in my parents' tent
camper, and I am well aware that
one doesn't need to travel to rural New England to find great outdoor locales. There are plenty of
scenic, engaging, diverse natural
destinations right here at home for
the Ohio outdoors enthusiast.
Ohio is home to 74 state

parks, everything from Lake
Erie island locales to riverside
wooded retreats to livestock-enricheauthentic farmland
destinations. I've had the opportunity to spend time at just a
handful of these scenic locales
d

as well as other, more private,
camping spots. Ohio might not

.--

,

is Tappan Lake in Harrison
County, less than two hours from

Kenyon, just outside of New
Philadelphia. Tappan is a truly
rural camping destination, at
least 30 minutes from any semblance of development, deep in
Ohio Amish country. So make
sure you bring everything with
you that you will need, because
there isn't a grocery store or a
five and dime for 30 miles. It is
a beautiful place though, replete
hiking
with tons of
well-mark-

ed

trails, beaches and the scenic
Muskingum nature preserve.
Tappan is a quiet, friendly
place frequented mostly by the
Amish and older couples who reside there over the summer. Every year at Tappan my family
used to rent a pontoon boat and
spend the day out on the lake
gazebo, watching Winnebagos where we would have a picnic,
play countless games of Uno and
wind through the streets.
a
vast find secluded places where we
Pymatuning covers
area and has state campgrounds could swim off the sides of the
in both Andover and Jamestown,
boat. Tappan is also within close
is
much
side
Ohio
The
Penn.
range of the Ohio tourist mecca
nicer, though, because it is more
of Sugarcreek, the home of the
wooded, the spaces are larger largest Amish population in
and less contiguous and the landOhio, and a great place for shopscape is simply more scenic. If ping, sightseeing and eating rich
you are there, make sure you take
meals. The best time to be at
a hike on the scarely-marke- d
Tappan is on Labor Day weekpath that surrounds the park. Few end, where a huge festival takes
people seem to know about it, place culminating in a night of
and it is usually deserted and
hayrides into the "haunted
goes on for miles, providing
woods." You will have to get to
the campground by early afterspectacular views of the lake.
noon on Friday though, because
Perhaps the most noteworthy attraction at Pymatuning is the spots fill up fast.
Another camper's destinathe "Spillway" in Linesville,
tion in the Muskingum WaterOhio. The fish hatcheries here
release thousands of fish into the shed Conservatory District, the
scenic home of Tappan, is
water that swim so closely toof
on
top
Atwood Lake in Tuscarawas
gether the ducks walk
County, a place frequented
them. Campers come to take picstale
animals
the
mostly by boaters. Atwood is in
throw
and
tures
a slightly more developed area
bread.
than Tappan and is a fun place to
Another Ohio lakeside locale I have spent a lot of time at get away for just a couple days

have been lifted straight from the
pages of Garrison Keillor. I like
to find a small secluded space on
the lake in the state campground
and watch fathers and sons fishing for their dinner off the pier.
Growing up, my mother and I
would drive into town at dusk to
eat frozen custard and sit on the

....

if you live nearby in Cleveland
or Akron and don't want to drive
too far. There are tons of fun
trails that wind around the lake,
and you can easily get lost crisscrossing from one to another.
My favorite thing about going
to Atwood Lake is the
waterslides at the public beach.
As a child I was in awe of the
long slides that one usually only
sees at waterparks, and as an
adult I am still excited to go
swimming at the lake and play
for hours on the slides.
Outside of East Liverpool,
right where Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Ohio meet, is Beaver Creek State Park, a smaller,
less-frequent-

wooded area,

ed

accessible and enjoyable all
year round. It is the place where
locals walk their dogs and public schools have picnics on the
side of the creek. This was the
place where I caught my first
crayfish, wading on the edge of
the
no-more-than-waste-

-high

water.
The creek was once used to

Of course one couldn't io- nore the shores of Lake Erie and
the countless state parks and
smaller campgrounds which line
its shore. My family often vacationed at Geneva State Park in
Northeastern Ohio, which offers
some great views of the lake and
a fine venue for fishing, swimming or boating. I never really
liked camping there though, because the area isn't very wooded,
and hence there aren't a lot of opportunities for seclusion.
I much prefer the island state
parks of Kelley's Island, Middle
Bass and South Bass Islands. You
will have to take a ferry to get there,
but the benefit is immediately obvious, as there are no cars anywhere on the islands. I take my bicycle and pedal around Kelley's
Island for hours, traveling from
beafh to lighthouse, to secluded
bluff. There are plenty of campsites
and if you spend the night, you will
see a sky that outdoes even that of
Gambier for stellar intensity.
So if you too are driving
around with your gear

in the

fuel several mills, and these
stand today, as well other nine-

backseat, just looking for a place
to set up camp, take the next clear

teenth century structures and the

weekend

locks which were
used to control the power of the
water. Like Kenyon, Beaver
Creek is associated with lots of
ghost stories, and even today, I
am wary about going there after dark, continuously affected
by stories heard as a child about

Pymatuning or Tappan or Kelley's
Island and try doing your bio
homework lakeside. For only about
$20 spent on the site and $5 for
s' mores supplies, you can have a
great night under the stars and
come back to campus refreshed,
smelling of pine and ready to face
courses and extracurricular with
newfound visor.

man-mad-

e

the spirits that haunt the historic
structures of the park.

and

drive

up

to

Get outside and have a
knock-ou- t
of a cook-ou- t
Okay so you 're at the lake,
you 've got logs piled up next to
the tree, and you 've finally got a
nice fire to work with, so what's
for dinner? I've got a quick and
painless answer to that question,
always my favorite camping
meal.
Aluminum Foil Dinners
2 or 3 carrots
2 or 3 potatoes
1 onion
boneless skinless.chicken breast
or ground beef (if you eat meat)
salt, pepper and butter
a foot of aluminum foil (each)
1. Peel and slice the vegetables
thinly and put a handful of them
in a circle in the middle of the
aluminum foil. You want to put
just as much on the foil as you
can successfully wrap up and
cook. Don't hesitate to use
canned sliced potatoes if you
don't have fresh ones. (Heck, it's
camping.)

2. Make patties out of the ground
beef and put one one in the center
or do the same with thawed
chicken breast. If you are a vegetarian, dispense with this and add
more carrots (in lieu of killing an
animal).
3. Sprinkle salt and pepper over
the top of the meat and vegetables
and add a couple tablespoons of
butter. If you are me and watch
Emeril Lagasse on the Food Network, add more butter. ("Fat is
flavor.")
4. Fold two sides of the alumtoinum foil inward, and roll them
the
gether at the top. Then roll
other sides inward as well. Make
sure it is all securely folded and
drop it into the coals in the fire.
Use tongs to shift it around from
time to time. In about 20 minutes,
the dinner should be cooked. Take
it out and unroll it a little to make
sure everything is done. Open it
up and dig in.
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Spring has sprung and the trees at Pymatuning State Park are just starting to get their foliage. Get your gear together
and get prepped for what is sure to be a great camping season statewide. Right now it is Ohio State Camping Month.
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Check out the state's website at

http:www.dnr.state.oh.usparks
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